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The Gftews 
Bowling 'Green Slate ITniversitgl 
thurs- 
da,y 12-6-79 
Special Revue to 
appear tomorrow 
The Revue, the weekly enter- 
tainment magazine of The News, 
does not appear in today's paper. 
However, a special edition of the 
Revue, highlighu..g and analyzing 
the 1970s, will appear in The 
News tomorrow. 
Gallery features 
students' works 
Budding photographers and 
artists of other media at the 
University will have a chance to 
display their work at the Tudor 
Photography Studio and Gallery, 
141 W. Wooster St. 
The gallery, which officially 
opened Nov. 11, features works 
of local artists in photography, 
oil paints, acrylics and jewelry. 
Owner Jim Tudor says he would 
like students to become more in- 
volved and will show some stu- 
dent work in upcoming shows. 
"I think there's a lot of talent 
at the University and no place 
(for the students) to show it." 
Tudor says. 
The owner screens the artists 
and their works individually and 
tries to give them their first ex- 
posure. 
Shows are booked until June, 
and each show lasts about six 
weeks. 
The gallery is open seven days 
a week, 1" a.m. to 5 p.m. (on 
Thursdays, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.) 
elsewhere 
CINCINNATI-Dr. Frank P. 
Cleveland, Hamilton County cor- 
oner, attributed all of the 11 
deaths at Monday night's The 
Who concert to asphyxiation, say- 
ing the victims were pressed 
under the weight of others who 
stepped and fell on them. Page C. 
CLEVELAND-A judge urged 
negotiators for striking Cleveland 
teachers and the city's school 
board to work for a sensible 
resolution of the walk-out, which 
ended its seventh week Wednes- 
day. Page S. 
inside 
FEATURE - Although all 
students must confront the 
pressures of final exams, there 
are ways of easing the tensions. 
Page 3. 
weather 
Partly cloudy Thursday. High 
near 40*F (6*C), low 30*F (0*C). 
20 percent chance of precipita- 
tion. 
Profs consider aspects of crowd behavior 
by Mary Dannemiller 
staff reporter 
Inadequate security, lack of all- 
reserved seating and delayed opening 
of too few doors have been cited as 
possible causes for the trampling to 
death of 11 persons by the concert 
crowd at entrances to Cincinnati's 
Riverfront Coliseum Monday. 
Although these factors can be pin- 
pointed as reasons for the tragic oc- 
currence, several aspects of crowd 
behavior in situations like rock con- 
certs also should be considered. 
When a large group of people get 
together in an unstructured en- 
vironment "all it takes is a culmination 
of little factors" to trigger abnormal 
behavior, Dr. R. Serge Denisoff, 
University profesjor of sociology, said 
Tuesday. 
One element he cited was the per- 
ceptions of those persons going to a 
Final approval 
required for 
phys. therapy 
by Mary Dannemiller 
staff reporter 
A proposal to establish a bachelor of 
science degree program in physical 
therapy was unanimously approved 
yesterday by Academic Council. 
The program, if approved by the 
University Board of Trustees and Ohio 
Board of Regents, will offer students a 
professional program through a tri- 
university consortium relationship with 
the School of Allied Health of the 
Medical College of Ohio at Toledo and 
the University of Toledo. 
Currently, students at the Univer- 
sity intending to obtain degrees in 
physical therapy have to transfer to 
another college at some point to further 
their studies. 
If the program gets final approval, 
University pre-physical therapy 
students will have the potential to get 
their degree here, Robert Livengood, 
physical therapist and associate 
professor of Health and Physical 
Education, said. 
UVENGOOD, DIANE Davis, chief of 
physical therapy at MOO, and many 
others have been working toward the 
establishment of the program since the 
inception of the University's college of 
Health and Community Services in 
1974. 
Dr. Gerald Rigby, professor of 
political science and director of the 
criminal justice program, presented to 
council a resolution stating that the 
provost and HCS dean will be 
responsible for: 
-establishing administrative and 
contractual agreements with MCO and 
UT administrations; 
-implementing the University's 
advising, program coordination, in- 
structional opportunities and objectives 
of the curriculum to best involve 
qualified University faculty; 
-reporting to council the results of 
the preceding points when contracts 
and staffing decisions have been 
reached. 
The proposal stresses that no ad- 
ditional full-time personnel will be 
required this time and there will be no 
need for new building facilities. 
The content of the proposed 
curriculum consists of courses offered 
at other universities with physical 
therapy degrees, Livengood said. 
concert as to just what is acceptable 
behavior. 
DROPPING PILLS, drinking wine, 
getting stoned and crazy are not 
necessarily considered deviant or 
perverse by those at a concert, he said. 
"When people go to a concert, they 
expect that," Denisoff added. 
Societal norms that regulate 
everyday behavior of persons do not 
apply in an unstructured concert 
situation, Dr. Arthur G. Neal, 
University professor of sociology, said. 
On a day-to-day basis, norms affect 
the conduct of persons so they can 
carry on their "business as usual." 
But the anticipation of an event, 
compounded by excitement, high 
emotions and close proximity, can 
cause people to respond in unusual 
ways, he said. 
UNDER THESE circumstances, 
Neal explained, there is basically an 
inadequate set of guidelines for 
regulating behavior. 
He affirmed that those in any crowd 
tend to respond to the actions of others 
by imitating what they are doing. 
Neal suggested that other factors 
that may have affected the behavior of 
the crowd in Cincinnati are age com- 
position of the audience, the cold 
weather and insufficient planning for a 
concert of that magnitude. 
If the age composition of an 
audience is disproportionately 
teenagers, their typically changing 
behavior makes predicting actions 
difficult, he said. 
TEENAGERS ARE uncertain of 
their status because they are no longer 
children and not quite adults and "their 
identities are not clearly crystallized," 
Neal explained. 
A sudden change in behavior under 
these circumstances could possibly 
occur anytime, anywhere, he added. 
Concert fans that night stood outside 
the coliseum entrances in 20-degree 
temperatures. 
Neal said the cold weather may have 
created a "high degree of anxiousness 
to get inside." 
GOOD PLANNING, Neal believes, 
is an "extremely important dimen- 
sion." 
When an event, especially a concert, 
is being set up, Denisoff suggests, there 
are two elements being considered: the 
expectations of the fans and the 
motivation of the promoter. 
The promoter wants the audience to 
have a good time, yet costs must be 
kept to a minimum in order for money 
to be made. These factors aid in 
determining the amount of security, he 
said. 
Security measures and manpower 
cost promoters money and if there is 
evidence of too many security officers, 
people get uptight and feel the 
restrictions will "ruin the atmosphere 
of the event," Denisoff explained. 
"THEIR (THE promoters ind 
concert audiences) interests are 
complementary rather than at odds," 
he added. 
Offering a large number of general 
admission tickets on a first-come, first- 
serve basis invites the type of situation 
that occurred in Cincinnati, Denisoff 
said. 
"The fact it (the incident) occurred 
is not surprising at all, but I am 
chagrined that it happened at a concert 
by The Who and in Cincinnati," he 
added. 
He said he would expect the ap- 
pearance of Ted Nugent, Aerosmith or 
Bob Seger at a location in Cleveland or 
Detroit to facilitate a tragic oc- 
currence, but The Who and Cincinnati 
do not have "that type of reputation." 
Holiday lights 
staff photo by Frank Breithaupt 
Sprucing up the campus for the holiday season, Laurie Cooper, a sophomore public 
relations major, and other Student Government Association members spent yesterday 
afternoon decorating the evergreen tree In front of the University Union with more than 
500 Christmas lights. The tree will be lit every night until Christmas. 
Selection of new SGA senator called for 
by Jell Dim 
assistant Rtvu* editor 
Three students, dismayed by 
Founders Senator Dana Kortokrax not 
living in her district, called for the 
selection of another Founders senator 
at last night's Student Government 
Association (SGA) meeting. 
Maribeth Griffin and Founders room- 
mate Laurie Huffman and Rick 
Haught, in their presentation said Kor- 
tokrax has not lived in Founders this 
quarter and could not be contacted. 
Therefore they felt Founders' 983 con- 
stituents had not been properly 
represented in SGA, they added. 
Since the issue was not brought up 
before the meeting, SGA President 
Michael Zinicola halted the heated 
discussion that followed the presenta- 
tion and said he would put the issue on 
the agenda for the first meeting next 
quarter. 
Kortokrax said she was closed out of 
Founders this quarter and was forced 
to live off campus but did post the 
number of her past roommate in 
Founders, who is Kortokrax's assis- 
tant. 
Furthermore, she posted signs 
througout Founders notifying residents 
of the problem, she said, adding that 
some of the signs were torn down. 
"I will not give up my office without a 
fight," Kortokrax said, adding this was 
an "attack on SGA and using me as the 
reason for it" 
ZINICOLA SAID the situation was 
taken up and cleared with the proper 
authority, namely Richard R. Eakin, 
vice provost for institutional planning 
and student affairs, at the beginning of 
the quarter. 
Kortokrax said she is on the waiting 
list for Founders. 
In other business, Kortokrax an- 
nounced SGA Is seeking financial sup- 
port and backing from the University 
for the shuttle bus project, which will 
start Jan. 14. 
Kortokrax said tentative plans call 
for the use of three University vans 
over three routes for a charge of 25 
cents one way for a student. 
The project has been received well by 
the stores in town who would benefit 
from a bus runs to the stores, she said. 
In regards to the petitions circulating 
at the University to reinstate the 
lacrosse program, Chris Geib, 
presidential assistant, said he is disap- 
pointed in the number of signatures so 
far-3,000. 
SGA's goal is to get 8,000 signatures 
before presenting the petitions to the 
Board of Trustees in the Jan. 10 
meeting, Zinicola said, adding he was 
upset with the atlethic board's decision 
to cancel the program. 
Trend may be developing to take 112 elsewhere 
Task force investigating English credit transfer 
Editor'! note: This Is the first of a two-part series oa the 
University's examination of English 111 and 112. 
by Pam Dalglelsh 
copy editor 
A task force recently appointed by Academic Council is in- 
vestigating what has been described as a developing trend- 
students seeking credit for English 111 and 112 outside the 
University. 
At the Council's Nov. 7 meeting, Dr. Donald M. Ragusa, 
professor of psychology, said 30 percent of the 856 courses 
taken on a transient basis (at another institution) last sum- 
mer were English 112 equivalents. Students also sought tran- 
sient credit for English 111. 
He added that 25 students have appUed for English 112 
transient credit for next summer. 
Ragusa, who reviews transient credit applications for the 
College of Arts and Sciences, said students also applied for 
English credit at the University of Toledo under the Universi- 
ty's concurrent enrollment program. The program permits 
students enrolled for at least eight credit hours at the home 
Institution to take additional hours at the host university. 
RAGUSA SAID students seem to be avoiding the demands 
of the University's writing program, noting that students 
have told him that English courses at other Institutions are 
easier to pass. 
Ragusa was appointed to the task force along with Dr. 
Elmer A. Spreitzer, acting dean of the Graduate College, 
Scott Pelking, a graduate student in English and creative 
writing, and Lyle Ganske, an assistant to the Academic Af- 
fairs Coordinator of the Student Government Association. 
Spreitzer said the task force has not yet met, awaiting in- 
formation being compiled by the College of Arts and Sciences 
on the number of transient and concurrent requests for 
English in previous years. The information will be used to 
clarify whether a trend actually exists toward transient and 
concurrent credit in English. 
Ragusa said in a recent interview that 251 students applied 
for English 112 transient credit last summer, 28 for English 
111 and 19 for English 112 on a concurrent basis. He did not 
have figures for English 111 taken concurrently. 
THERE CURRENTLY 18 no reason not to approve a re- 
quest for transient or concurrent credit, he said. Any move to 
prevent students from obtaining such credit would have to be 
made by the administration. 
The Academic Policies Committee of the Academic Coun- 
cil is looking into the situation with transient and concurrent 
credit. 
Pat Buckwell, assistant professor of music education and 
chairman of the Academic Policies Committee, said the com- 
mittee is looking at transient and concurrent credit overall. 
She noted that although the number of requests for English 
credit surpassed those for other courses, "we (the committee 
and the English department) fed the matter should be 
thought through to all types of courses." 
RAGUSA NOTED THAT 15 students who took English 112 
elsewhere last summer attended Ohio State University, 
continued on page 4 
I 
351.14: A lesson learned, a criminal thwarted 
I thought I heard the faint sounds of a 
dram roil; like the kind that used to 
start out the television show 
"Branded." 
I think I even heard the piccolo part 
from the theme song to Patton. 
I remember I was working the night 
shift out of traffic violations when the 
call came in: brown Dodge Aspen, 
license number RL5O90 parked illegal- 
ly- 
WE HAD no time to second guess; we 
bad to act quickly. My partner and I 
grabbed our overcoats and ran out the 
door. 
It was a rainy night and the roads 
were slick, but we had a mission. We'd 
been after an illegally parked car all 
week. We had to reach our quota. 
We got there, to the parking lot and 
saw the alleged illegality. 
My partner and I gave each other 
that look. We knew It was a 351.14-auto 
trespassing. 
WE CALLED the station, and a tow 
focus 
Gary Benz 
truck was quickly dispatched. 
We had that Aspen dead to rights. 
They towed the car. My partner and I 
shook hands. It was a Job well done. 
A few days later a kid walked into the 
station. I was working the night shift 
out of traffic violations again. 
I TOOK a long drag on mydgarette 
and looked at the man. He had sad 
eyes; kind of like a little boy who just 
lost his puppy. 
"What can I do for you, Micky," I 
said. I always called strangers Micky. 
"I can't find my car. I think it's been 
towed," the kid said. 
I told him to sit tight while I checked 
the records. 
AN INWARD smile came over me, 
we had that auto trespasser from a few 
nights ago. My partner would be proud. 
As I looked through my records, it oc- 
curred to me that I'd better ask for a 
description of the car in question. 
"Brown Dodge Aspen, license 
number RL5090, sir." 
I SMIRKED as I found his warrant. 
"You're under arrest You have the 
right to remain silent. Anything you say 
can and will be used against you in a 
court of law," I said for probably the 
millionth time in my career. 
He just looked at me in amazement. 
I looked at him and smiled. Another 
auto trespasser caught. 
"YOU'RE not gonna throw me In Jail, 
are you, sir?" 
The thought occurred to me, but I 
thought no. 
I served him his warrant and told him 
he had a court date with the big man. I 
knew it would cost him an arm and a 
leg, two legs if I was lucky. 
"Can I get my car back?" 
"FIRST thing in the morning. Just go 
to the address on this piece of paper. 
They'll take care of you." 
"How much Is this going to cost me?" 
the kid inquired. 
•Well," I said as I hesitated, "I could 
serve you a waiver that you could sign. 
It's kind of expensive, $4958. You'll 
have a better chance In court," I said 
with heavy sarcasm. 
"Does that include towing?" he ask- 
ed. 
I QUICKLY changed the subject. I 
didn't have the heart to tell him it 
didn't. 
"Do you have anything to say?" I 
said with a sudden feeling of compas- 
sion. 
He told me his story. He talked as I 
typed my report. 
"I was on my way to LaSalle's. I 
heard they were having a big sale, and I 
wanted to buy a sportcoat. Anyway, 
when I went to get my car, it wasn't 
there. I figured it's been towed. I 
figured that the car was probably safe, 
so I got a friend to drive me to 
LaSalle's. I wanted to look at the sport- 
coat. I knew I couldn't buy It. I heard 
getting your car towed would cost and 
cost big. I waved goodbye to my sport- 
coat and came down to the station" 
IT BROKE my heart. But I was a pro- 
fessional, and I couldn't let it bother 
me. 
I gave him his warrant. I remember 
reading the top. It said, "The State of 
Ohio, City of Bowling Green vs. brown 
Dodge Aspen license RL5090. 
He had to appear in court the follow- 
ing Monday. I'd see him again. 
Monday rolled around. I saw him as 
he walked in. He told me that he thinks 
he may have parked illegally at the 
courthouse. He said he had to move a 
"No parking from here to the comer" 
sign so he could make his court date on 
time. 
I WISHED him luck. 
The court was packed that day. Lots 
of speeders and drunk drivers. Sudden- 
ly auto trespassing didn't seem that 
serious. 
An hour later I heard his na/ne called. 
The judged seemed to be in a good 
mood. The bailiff had just read a list Of 
more than two dozen violations about 
the wrong person. It got a chuckle from 
the crowd and a sinister laugh from the 
Judge. 
As the kid approached the bench, I 
could see him take a deep sigh. This 
was his Waterloo. 
WHEN IT was over he got a $10 fine 
plus court costs-20 bucks in this state, I 
remembered. 
I kind of felt for him when he told the 
judge that he felt paying a $31 towing 
bill to get his car back was a stiff 
enough lesson. 
I guess I was satisfied though. A 
lesson had been learned and another 
criminal had been thwarted. He 
wouldn't trespass again. 
Gary Bern is editorial editor of The 
News. 
opinion 
'Who's to blame?' 
Remember when you were a kid getting on the school bus and 
everyone pushed his way in? Remember how uncomfortable that 
felt? 
Did you ever wait in line at a department store before a big sale 
and when the door opened, everyone pushed his way in to get to 
the "on sale" items? 
Did you ever wait in line for tickets to the concert and once the 
ticket booth opened, everyone shoved his way toward the front to 
get the "good" tickets? If you waited in line for this year's 
Michael Stanley Band concert at the University, you know the 
feeling. 
And the families of the 11 persons that died Monday night trying 
to push their way into The Who concert at Cincinnati's Riverfront 
Coliseum know the feeling too. They will never forget it. 
Just when everyone thought the Iranian students holding 
American hostages was a new low in the civilized world, a tragic 
event like this occurs in our own "civilized" society. 
No one at this point seems quite sure why the people were 
trampled, but when the selfish, inhumane crowd finally pushed its 
way into the concert to get the "good" seats, 11 were dead, about 
20 more injured and still the concert went on as scheduled. 
A sad fact is, most of the persons pushing their way in did not 
realize the results of their thoughtless actions until after the con- 
cert. 
A University student who attended the concert described the 
event as "unbelievable." 
That same student said he saw two bodies when he arrived. He 
said that "one of the bodies was twisted in such a way that 
something was sticking out of it." 
The student then asked, "Who's to blame?" There is no clear, 
single blame and probably never will be. 
The time to point the finger of blame is too late. However, the 
message is clear. 
Events like this could have been avoided. 
The promoters should not have sold half of the seats as general 
admission tickets. The doors to the Coliseum should have been 
opened sooner. These are examples of how concert promoters 
have traditionally snowed a lack of concern for rock fans. 
Those mistakes never would have been made at a Frank Sinatra 
concert. 
A number of people are to blame. However, this is an isolated 
event and should not jeopordize the future of rock concerts. 
If the promoters start showing more concern to ward the rock 
fans who patronize concerts and rock fans start acting civilized, 
traeic events like this can be avoided. 
M mSKUi 7M«E < *f*r 
respond 
If you would like to comment on something in the News or anything of 
student interest, write to the News. 
The letter or guest column should be typewritten, triple-spaced and 
signed. Include your address and phone number for verification. 
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that are 
in bad taste, malicious or llbelous. 
Address your letter to: Editorial Editor. The BG News, 106 University 
Hall. 
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Proficiency exam for official landlords 
Last week I approached the office of 
Rich Swindler Realty to find out how to 
become a landlord. Mr. Swindler 
himself explained everything one needs 
to know to be a bonafide landlord. The 
afternoon went something like this: 
' 'So, you want the prestige and money 
of being a landlord, eh? Well it's not an 
easy Job. There are strict codes of 
ethics you must follow in this trade," he 
told me. 
"You mean like being available when 
renters call and being prompt in fixing 
things?" I asked naively. 
"WHY, no of course not!" screamed 
Mr. Swindler, "I can see I have a lot to 
teach you!" 
Swindler asked, "Why do you want to 
be a landlord?" 
I replied, "Well, I want to provide 
students with a dependable service 
since no one I know of is satisfied with 
the landlords they currently have. It 
seems students are constantly being 
given the run-around or else Ignored 
when It comes to fixing things in their 
homes and apartments." 
Swindler asked (as he turned a pale 
shade of grey) "And what made you 
decide this?" 
I TOLD Mm, "Mainly the problems 
my roommates and I have had. Last 
week our landlord called to con- 
gratulate us on having such a low elec- 
tricity bill. This was due to the fact that 
we turned off the refrigerator and plac- 
ed all the food in our bedrooms where it 
could remain naturally frozen. After 
three weeks of calling and pestering 
him daily to fix the heat, he finally gave 
in. This was only accomplished after 
threatening to make him and his wife 
live there for a week themselves." 
"Ah, a Job well done on the landlord's 
part," replied Mr. Swindler as the color 
returned to his face. 
Next he presented me with a list of 10 
commandments for landlords: 
1. Thou shalt never be in the office at 
scheduled office hours. 
2. Thou shalt leave thy secretary on 
her own to fend off angry tenants on the 
phone. 
3. Thou shalt take a trip to Florida 
focus 
Laurie Devar 
every winter so that tenants with 
broken water heaters cannot reach you 
in a blizzard. 
4. Thou shalt raise the rent without 
notifying tenants. 
5. Thou shalt deem all improperly 
functioning objects as assets, such as; 
calling a hole in the roof a "sun roof," 
lights that don't turn on completely 
"mood lighting," cold water showers 
"therapeautic," etc. 
6. Thou shalt withhold all security 
deposits. 
7. Thou shalt charge exhorbitant 
amounts for less than adequate hous- 
ing. 
8. Thou shalt promise to come over 
and fix something, and show no earlier 
than three weeks later. 
9. Thou shalt be friendly to all 
tenants at all times so they will feel 
guilty for cursing you. 
10. Thou shalt promise them 
everything and give them nothing. 
After reading over the list, I began to 
think there was some disagreement as 
to what students expect landlords to do 
and what landlords do in actuality. 
MR. SWINDLER then Informed me 
that all prospective landlords must take 
a proficiency exam before becoming of- 
ficial "rentees." Some of the questions 
asked were: 
1. If a tenant's oven did not work, 
would you get over to fix it within two 
days? 
2. If a fuse blew, would you fix it 
within 48 hours? 
3. Would you give tenants new fur- 
niture if you promised to? 
I was then told that a "yes" answer to 
any of the above questions would con- 
letters. 
stitute a flunking score. 
I shook my head in disbelief. As I 
walked toward the door to leave, Mr. 
Swindler said, "Don't worry kid, with 
the right training you could be a good 
landlord. You've Just got to get that sil- 
ly idea of helping tenants out of your 
head or you'll never make it in this 
town." Oh well, maybe I'll try being a 
University administrator... 
Laurie Dever, On-Campus Mailbox 
no. 1278, is a student at the University. 
Stunned by concert news 
The news of the deaths at the Cincin- 
nati Who concert hit me like the prover- 
bial ton of bricks. My roommates words 
were: "11 people were killed!" 
Killed. Christ, that happens when 
DC-lOs crash. In brutal slayings, or in 
war. To think that The Who caused this 
sort of excitement was both awesome 
and scary. 
People undoubtedly will be trying to 
place the blame for this unfortunate 
event on somebody's head; perhaps 
they will say it's the promoter's fault 
for not opening the doors, or the securi- 
ty forces didn't do their Job. Hopefully 
none still believe that "rock concerts 
full of drug-crazed kids" are the root of 
all evil. 
One of my first thoughts was why 
hadn't this happened before? Surely the 
DOONESBURY 
Beatles might have caused this sort of 
calamity. Even such lightweights as 
the Osmonds and the Brothers Casddy 
have caused mini-hysterias capable of 
causing serious, disfiguring injuries. 
Psychologists and sociologists tell us 
that mobs act In ways that do not sug- 
gest the sum total of their component 
parts. In essence, who is responsible for 
I the actions of a mob? 
If you've ever been In an unruly 
crowd, you're not likely to answer "the 
individuals." Ask a riot squad officer 
and he'U tell you he isn't responsible. 
We'll Just have to hope a lesson has 
been learned from this unfortunate inci- 
dent, and that such incidents won't oc- 
cur in the future. 
Mike Gueulette 
Revue editor 
by Garry Trudeau 
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Information for graduates 
Any student who has applied for December graduation who has not received a 
pink Information letter should contact the Office of Registration and Records, 
110 Administration Bldg., 372-0441. Graduating seniors also are reminded that If 
they do not plan to attend the commencement ceremony, they must return their 
in-absentia card to the office immediately. A list of honors candidates for 
December graduation also Is posted In the Administration Building outside the 
bursar's office. 
Classes after 5 p.m. 
Winter quarter registration for students who attend classes only after 5 pjn. 
will be from 5:30-7:30 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday In the Community Suite, 
Union. At that time, students can register for classes, pay fees, pick up parking 
stickers and consult with faculty advisers. For information about registration 
or to obtain a list of courses offered, visit the Center for Continued Learning, 194 
S. Main St., or caU 372-0363. 
Black Student Union activities 
The constitution of the Black Student Union will be discussed at the group's 
meeting at 7:30 p.m. today in the Amanl, Commons. The meeting is public. 
BSU also will sponsor a Senior Send Off for graduates from 7-10 p.m., Satur- 
day in the Alumni Room, Union. Any interested students graduating this 
quarter should call 372-2642 or 352-6203 
Jazz Quintet to perform 
The University Creative Jazz Quintet will perform at 8 p.m. today In Bryan 
Recital Hall, Musical Arts Center. The program will include arrangements of 
jazz standards as well as four original compositions by the group's leader, Mike 
Amundsen. The concert is free and public. 
Ugly Man on Campus Contest 
Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity is accepting applications for its annual 
Ugly Man on Campus Contest to be held winter quarter. Photos of contestants 
will be on display in the Union in January and donations taken In exchange for 
votes for the ugliest entrant. The winner will receive a prize and the Ugly Man 
medallion. Anyone interested in entering should contact Edward Dennis at 
372-6329 or Mike Reed at 352-2059. Deadline entry is Jan. 10. 
Signups for ski trips 
Signups begin Monday for cross country and downhill ski trips sponsored by 
the Student Recreation Center during winter quarter. The cross country ski 
trips will be Jan. 27 and Feb. 17. Downhill skiing trips will be Feb. 3 and March 
2. The trips will require a $3 transportation fee. lift tickets and skis should be 
provided by the participant. Ski equipment may be rented from the rec center 
for $5 a day. 
Harold Anderson scholarships 
Deadline is Jan. 7 for applications for the Harold Anderson scholarships, 
which will pay fees for one quarter (S3S2) for three University students. 
Students must have attended the University for at least one year and be perma- 
nent residents of Wood or Lucas counties. 
The scholarships are named In honor of the late University basketball coach 
and athletic director. Interested students can obtain application forms at the 
Admissions Office, 110 McFall Center: Financial Aid Office, 450 Student Ser- 
vices Bldg, and the Mileti Alumni Center. 
Soropotimist award 
Soropotimist International of the Americas, Inc. is sponsoring Its annual 
award of $1,500 to a student In the Midwestern Region who Is attending college 
or nursing school and working toward a baccalaureate or higher degree in her 
chosen field. Entry deadline Is Dec. 31. For information and applications, con- 
tact Rita MacDoweU. 1200 Croghan St., Fremont. 43420, (419) 332-6406. 
Budgeting time may ease exam pressures 
by Keith Jameson 
Although students feeling the 
pressures of final exams have several 
outlets for their anxieties, Including 
counseling agencies and instructors, 
their main source of help may come 
from confidence and assurance in 
themselves. 
"There Is no set way of handling 
pressure. You have to tailor it (helpand 
advice) to the Individual," Elaine 
Robinson, a community psychiatrist at 
the Counseling and Career Develop- 
ment Center, 360 Student Services 
Bldg,, says, noting that "There is 
definitely a surge at finals time of 
students coming" into the center. 
Many of the faculty members, 
counselors and students The News talk- 
ed to agreed that It is up to the in- 
dividual to cope with the rigors of final 
examinations. They say that the 
students can find many places for help, 
but that the Job of wrestling with final 
exam pressures lies within the student. 
"I try to help on an Individual basis," 
Robert A. Patton, chairman of the Ap- 
plied Statistics department, says. "We 
have to learn to work within the context 
of our own strengths and weaknesses." 
IN KEEPING with this approach to 
helping students, Mark F. Asman, 
chairman of the accounting depart- 
ment, says the decision of what to study 
the most should be left entirely to the 
students, that the Individual is responsi- 
ble for deciding which courses need the 
most attention. 
"The student has to make the deci- 
sion. You can't tell them to study hard 
or not to study hard." he said. "The 
decision rests with them." 
Asman's contribution to that 
decision-making process Is honesty. 
"I genuinely try to tell them exactly 
how they stand," Asman said. "I don't 
try to say they have a chance (for a 
good grade) If they don't have a chance. 
I don't think it would be honest." 
ASMAN SAID Asman said be hopes 
this honesty helps the students with 
what faculty members and counselors 
believe Is the most Important way to 
combate final exam pressures: 
budgeting study time. 
Robinson said much of the pressure 
on students comes from work the stu- 
dent has accumulated during the 
quarter and the student's worry that 
there Is not enough time to get 
everything done. 
Patton agreed, saying, "The 
pressures during finals week are 
brought to bear by the pressure of the 
previous 10 weeks. The poorer you've 
been doing all quarter, the more 
pressure is on you" at finals time. 
Part of the counseling process at the 
University involves a counselor sitting 
down with a worried student and work- 
ing out a definite study schedule that 
will help maximize the students's study 
time, Robinson said. 
MIKE WOLOSCHAK, a Junior 
chemistry and pre-medlclne major, 
said, "The main way I get through 
finals week is to budget my time the 
best way I can," adding that organiza- 
tion Is the key for studying. 
"I Just don't waste time," he said. 
The problem Is compounded when the 
student feels as If he or she Is the only 
person experiencing finals week anx- 
ieties, Robinson said. 
Studying Is a lonely experience for 
many students because often It is an In- 
dividual effort by the student In a cubi- 
cle in the library, she said. The student 
is essentially unaware that there are 
hundreds of students facing the same 
study routine in the same building. 
THIS IS especially true for first-year 
students, Lorna Pinto, an ad- 
ministrative assistant at The Link, 525 
Pike St., said, because the student is 
subjected to a new environment and a 
new lifestyle which often distracts the 
student's attention away from study- 
ing. 
"A lot of people think they are alone 
in the situation," Pinto said, "but If 
they come Into The Link during exam 
week they may realize they are not 
alone." 
Pinto said the conflict boils down to a 
counselor talking to the student about 
specific problem areas and trying to 
work out a solution. 
But an accumulation of work at the 
end of a quarter and any trouble ad- 
Justing to college life are but two 
reasons for anxiety at the end of a 
quarter. According to the counselors 
and students, much of the pressure fac- 
ed by students concerns family, 
graduation and the sheer Importance of 
finals. 
"PART OF It (pressure) Is managing 
time, (but) part of it is living up to other 
peoples' standards," University 
freshman James Eckartt says.' 'I'd like 
my dad to be proud of what I'm doing. 
That's my main motivational factor." 
Marcla Trivlsonno, a senior 
mathematics major, said she is tense 
because If she does not pass her math 
course this quarter, she cannot 
graduate on time. 
"I do the best I can, that's all I can 
do," she said, adding that she tries to 
keep a good mental attitude through the 
ordeal and budget her study time effi- 
ciently. 
Woloschak said he worries because so 
much of the total grade in his classes 
are made up by the final. 
University sophomore James G. 
Goldston said about finals: "I Just don't 
worry about it (taking exams) until 
afterwards. You always find a way to 
slide through." 
City post office readies for Christmas blitz 
by Rick Rlmtlspach 
Staff reporter 
The holiday season is hectic, with 
mobs of shoppers, wall-to-wall adver- 
tisements and a deluge of Christmas 
cards and packages. Local post offices 
are no exception. 
Richard J. Phillips, postmaster of the 
Bowling Green Post Office, said the 
volume of mail increases about 100 per- 
cent during the Christmas season as 
compared to the rest of the year. 
Phillips noted that although he does 
not have exact figurs on the amount of 
mail handled In the city's post office, he 
estimated that from 40,000 to 50,000 in- 
dividual letters are handled dally dur- 
ing the Christmas rush compared to 
about 25,000 on an average day. 
"The peak day will probably be about 
Monday, Dec. 17. That's because people 
usually wait about that long to get cards 
ready. I would guess that there will be 
about 55,000 pieces of mail handled that 
day," Phillips said. 
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PHILLIPS ADDED the often-heard 
rem inder that residents can make life 
a lot easier for postal workers if they 
mail their cards and packages early, 
use correct zip codes and separate city 
and out-or-town mall. 
Although the local post office does not 
hire extra employees for the Christmas 
card blitz, workers are asked to work 
overtime to handle the extra mail. 
"Most of the mall is sorted 
mechanically. Also, the out-of-town 
mall all goes to Toledo to be postmark- 
ed, so we don't have to worry about 
that," Phillips said. 
While Phillips said there isn't much 
complaining among postal workers 
during the Christmas card crush, he 
noted that the workers breathe a heavy 
sigh of relief when the season Is over. 
"WE'VE ALWAYS got all the 
Christmas mail cleared out by 
Christmas, and this year should be no 
exception," Phillips said. 
When  postal  rates  skyrocketed 
several years ago, many people said 
they would cut down or cut out 
altogether their Christmas card lists, 
Phillips noted. But he added that mall Is 
as heavy as ever this year. 
"People always say they will cut 
back on sending cards, until they get a 
few cards from people they forgot to 
send cards to. So they have to send 
cards to them and end up sending as 
many or more than ever," Phillips said. 
Despite the avalanche of Christmas 
deliveries that the city post office 
receives, the University post office does 
not face an especially heavy load, ac- 
cording to Howard C. Parker, director 
of general administrative services. 
THE VOLUME of Christmas mail 
comes In a distant fourth behind Valen- 
tine's Day, Sweetest's Day and 
Mother's Day, Parker said. 
"Because students are out of here 
(the University) by the 15th, a lot of 
them wait until they get home to mall 
their cards," said Parker. 
Parker added that while statistics 
are not kept for the volume of 
Christmas mail, it is higher than nor- 
mal, but not by much. 
"It Is an increase, but it is not one 
that we really dread. It's no sweat," 
Parker explained. 
THE WORST part of the Christmas 
mail sorting is the large number of 
cards addressed to Just a first name, 
with no dorm or return address, Parker 
said. 
"You wouldn't believe the number of 
cards we get addressd 'To Mary' or 'To 
Bob' with no last names, addresses or 
even return addresses. We try to find 
out who they are meant for, but it's a lit- 
tle hard. We have an awfully large 
dead-letter box this time of year," 
Parker said. 
Although Parker said the University 
post office does not get any mail ad- 
dressed to Santa Clans of the North 
Pole, Phillips said the city post office 
gets quite a few. 
MarchOfDimes Backs Program 
To Prevent Retardation 
Arthur J. Salisbury, H.D. 
Vice President for 
Medical Services 
March of Dimes 
Sammy J. flunked his first lest 
—a few days after birth. A drop 
of blood from a pin prick on his 
heel was examined for a hor- 
mone deficiency that could have 
left him hopelessly retarded. 
Fortunately for Sammy, he was 
part of the New England Re- 
gional Congenital Hypothyroid- 
ism Detection Program. Sup- 
ported by five New England 
states, it was established to find 
and treat infants born with little 
or no thyroid gland function. If 
their condition goes undetected, 
such infants could become "cre- 
tins", misshapen, retarded chil- 
dren often requiring admission to 
mental  retardation  institutions. 
Because Sammy's condition 
was diagnosed so soon after 
birth, treatment could be started 
at once, before brain damage be- 
came final. Now, at 2V*. Sammy 
is developing as normally as any 
youngster his age. He is checked 
regularly at home to make cer- 
tain the psychological test scores 
are not influenced by unfamiliar 
surroundings. 
Following Up 
Medical specialists meet fre- 
quently with each other to evalu- 
ate his treatment and test results. 
Follow-up studies on Sammy J.. 
and hundreds of children like 
him, must continue over a period 
of years to confirm that long- 
term prevention of brain damage 
has indeed been achieved. So far. 
there is reason to believe that a 
real "breakthrough"has occurred. 
With the help of a March of 
Dimes grant, the program was 
started at Tufts University School 
of Medicine and the State Labo- 
ratory Institute of the Massachu- 
setts Department of Public 
Health. Later it became regional- 
ized and includes all New En 
gland states except Vermont. 
The Teat 
The detection method involves 
a drop of blood taken from a 
newborn's heel. This is the same 
drop taken for PKU screening, 
which is mandatory in most of 
the United States. The blood is 
analyzed for thyroxine (T4) at 
the Massachusetts State Thyroid 
Laboratory, under the supervi- 
sion of Dr. Marvin L. Mitchell. 
If the T4 level is too low, as a 
consequence of thyroid failure, 
the blood is analyzed for thyroid 
i stimulating hormone (TSH), 
which is usually increased in con- 
genital hypothyroid ism. If the 
TSH is above a specified level, 
the diagnosis is made and treat- 
ment with thyroid hormone in 
liquid or pill form can be started. 
Program Expands 
Through initial support from 
the March of Dimes, whose goal 
is prevention of birth defects, the 
follow-up program has continued 
to expand. Early success has at- 
tracted federal funding from the 
National Instituteof Child Health 
and Human Development to con- 
tinue the follow-up and evalua- 
tion studies. 
The March of Dimes is con- 
tinuing to support some of the 
diagnostic laboratory services 
provided at Peter Bent Brigham 
Hospital under Dr. P. Reed Lar- 
sen's direction. 
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Electronics 
Christmas toy scramble starts for season favorites 
by Kathleen Koshir 
A long time ago, when Christmas was 
not run on batteries, kids found wooden 
trucks and rag dolls under the tree; but 
the computer era is here and parents 
are buying electronic toys this year. 
Electronic games are so popular that 
many stores, including the Westgate 
Hobby Center and Kiddie City in 
Toledo, report that their stock of elec- 
tronic toys is diminishing and may not 
be replenished in time for Christmas. 
A manager at Murphy's Mart, 1080 S. 
Main St., said, "The factories can't 
keep us stocked with what they're try- 
ing to sell." 
The two most popular electronic 
games, Simon and Merlin, which range 
from $24 to $34.97, are sold out almost 
everywhere. 
ONE TOLEDO entrepreneur, who did 
not wish to be identified, said he hoard- 
ed a supply of electronic toys so he 
could raise his prices after the other 
stores were sold out. He said he sells a 
few Simons and Merlins each day to at- 
tract customers. 
Many store managers said small 
hand-held computer toys are selling 
also, particularly educational games 
such as the Quiz Kid and the Little Pro- 
fessor, which respond to mathematical 
instructions. 
"Electronic hand-held games are 
taking over the market, said Selly Lee, 
from Montgomery Ward in Toledo. 
Board games are still a popular gift 
item, but the trend is moving away 
from the traditional games such as 
Monopoly. 
ALTHOUGH THE manager of Mur- 
phy's Mart said Monopoly is still a 
"hot" selling item, Tom Tecco from 
K-Mart, 1111 South Main St., said the 
game isn't selling at his store. Tecco, 
area manager of toys for K-Mart, said 
the manufacturer should change the 
game to make it more exciting. 
The object of Monopoly is to win con- 
trol of the money and property on the 
board. A new game has been introduced 
for Christmas that is a play on Monopo- 
ly. 
Mary Fabos, a manager for Hobby 
Center at Westgate Shopping Mall, said 
the game, which costs $7-18, was 
spawned from Mad Magazine. The ob- 
ject of this game is to lose money. 
Electronic video sports games, doll 
houses and Barbie dolls are big sellers 
this year while Sesame Street- and Star 
Wars-related toys are not in demand. 
Every Christmas, manufacturers in- 
troduce new toys they expect to be 
popular but this year's item may be a 
flop. Tecco, from K-Mart, said a game 
called Maniac, which sells for $32, was 
supposed to replace Simon, but that it 
"bombed". 
Although inflation is shrinking the 
dollar, store managers said toy sales 
are not reduced from last year. 
"People are still shopping the same. I 
don't think the economy has anything to 
do with toys," said Al Woerner, 
manager of Kiddle City in Toledo. 
"People are buying the least- 
expensive toys and waiting for the ex- 
pensive ones to go on sale," observed 
Tecco from K-Mart. 
English courses 
which he said has a "fairly demanding program." He com- 
pared that to students who attended two other institutions, 
which he would not name, where the writing programs are 
"modest" compared to the standards of the University's pro- 
gram. 
Ragusa noted, "I'm not saying students are trying to take 
the easy way out. What the data suggests needs to be in- 
vestigated further." 
Kathy Hart, coordinator of the general studies writing pro- 
gram, said that although some students may be trying to 
avoid the demands of the University, not all taking English 
elsewhere are doing that. 
"Some students may be taking English in the summer 
because it (writing) takes a lot of time, and they may have 
more time for it over their vacations." 
SHE SAID THAT Ragusa's concern with transient and con- 
current credit centers on whether the content of courses 
taken outside the University equals that of equivalent 
courses at the University. 
One way to get around the differences in content is to re- 
quire students taking English elsewhere to pass a proficiency 
exam, Hart said. 
"I suspect many of those students would not be able to 
pass," she said. 
She added that requiring all students to pass a proficiency 
exam might turn their resentment away from the Universi- 
ty's writing program and toward less-demanding programs 
at other institutions. 
PROFICIENCY EXAMS were incorporated into the 
writing program as a means of objectively evaluating a stu- 
dent's writing abilities after 10 weeks of instruction. 
Ganske said he thinks students fear the proficiencies. 
Despite parking lot loss, 
ample space expected 
The losing of commuter parking 
lot 4 should not present problems for 
students, William Bess, director of 
campus safety and security, says. 
The lot, located west of the heating 
plant off Pike Street will be closed 
tostudent parking effective Dec. 10. 
The lot was closed because the 
University decided not to renew its 
lease with the property owner. 
"In order to lease the lot, we must 
also lease the storage building next 
to the lot," Inghram Milllron, 
direcor of management support 
services, said. 
The University was using the 
building for storage purposes during 
the winter, but has added storage 
areas and no longer needs the 
building. 
"The 18,000 a year we were 
spending on that lease wasn't worth 
it," he said.  
Bess said that because the new 
parking lot behing the Musical Arts 
Building will offer ample parking 
space, especially since many 
commuter students are involved in 
the music building. 
"THE MUSIC building has 
relocated so that should make a 
difference," Bess said. "There are 
120 new spaces behind the building." 
"There are more spaces 
available now than there were 
before because of additional lots," 
Chuck Boyer, area supervisor of 
parking, said. "There is commuter 
lot IS, which is new, located behind 
the TV studio with access off of 
South College." he said, "which 
offers 84 more spaces than lot 4." 
There should be adequate 
parking for everybody, even with 
the closing of lot 4, he said, and it 
will only involve some shifting by 
students.  
continued from page 1 
"In desperation, they're taking their writing courses 
elsewhere," he said. 
He added that he feels allowing transient or concurrent 
credit for English 111 and 112 isn't fair to the students who 
take the courses here. 
HE SAID HE JOINED the task force in light of a survey 
currently being made by SGA of the writing programs at 
other colleges and universities throughout the country. 
Graduate Student Senate (GSS) President Gerald E. 
Krygler said he wants to know whether students seek tran- 
sient credit because they feel they are not being prepared 
well enough for the proficiency. 
He is concerned because the majority of the composition 
courses are taught by graduate assistants and teaching 
fellows (58 compared to 22 faculty members). 
Most graduates both teach and take courses, Krygier said. 
Because of their workloads, he is concerned that they may 
not have enough time to devote to any one area-thelr 
teaching or their course work. 
GSS CURRENTLY is conducting two surveys-one in- 
vestigating the workload of graduates compared to their con- 
tractual obligations, the other measuring undergraduate 
perceptions of the effectiveness of their instructors. 
First-year graduate teachers in the writing program are 
required to teach one composition course in the fall, while 
others teach two courses In the winter and one in the spring. 
Before teaching a composition course, graduates are re- 
quired to attend a workshop, sponsored by the Graduate Col- 
lege. They also are required to attend a second workshop, 
while teaching composition, instructed by Hart and two 
graduates who have taught composition courses. 
In both workshops, graduates receive suggestions on how 
to structure their curriculums, evaluate essays and assign 
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scores, and deal with student grade complaints, among other 
things. 
HART AND THE INTERNS sit in on classes and observe 
the graduates as they teach. 
In response to Krygier's concern about how the transient 
and concurrent credit requests will reflect on the graduates, 
Hart said that most graduate students tend to put most of 
their effort into their teaching, often neglecting their course 
work. 
"When ■ to 30 people are depending on you to get their 
papers back to them, you're more conscious of your respon- 
sibilities as a teacher than as a student," she said. 
"As a group, I would put them (the graduates) up against 
any of the faculty members. They're often more patient and 
flexible, not having been in their positions as long as some of 
the faculty," she said. 
SPREITZER SAID he thinks the situation reflects 
favorably on the student graduates. 
"Since the University stands so firmly on writing skills, if 
we (the task force members) find those teaching the writing 
courses are supporting those standards, it will reflect 
favorably on them." 
He added that he thinks the graduates are maintaining 
high standards for English, and noted that the Graduate Col- 
lege has received no complaints about graduate Instruction 
in writing. 
Scott Pelking, who teaches English 111 and 112, said he 
devotes a lot of his time to teaching and that his standards 
are high. 
"I DON'T WANT my students stuck in the pit of their 
eighth and ninth grade essays," he said. 
Pelking said it is "hard to teach the most-hated course on 
campus. 
"It's a hard course to structure for success. In the end, it's 
up to them (the students)." 
Pelking said he thinks students take writing courses away 
from the University "to get out of the work and the pressure. 
But I don't think they're learning much." 
HE SAID he thinks that graduate students do as well 
teaching composition as the faculty. He added that many 
students consider graduates to be tougher than faculty 
members. 
He noted, however, that many students have preconceived 
ideas about graduate students. 
"We (graduate students) were told not to tell our students 
that we were grads because some people have a problem 
with graduate students. It's mostly the idea that they've paid 
their money and should have a faculty member," he said. 
Dr. Frank Baldanza Jr., professor of English, who teaches 
some of the composition courses, said graduates are hard- 
working and often have more energy than the "seasoned 
faculty." 
HE SAID THAT although many faculty members do teach 
the beginning writing courses, many are involved with 
graduate advising. 
Baldanza said many students, seeing a generation gap bet- 
ween themselves and their instructors, prefer graduate 
teachers. 
He noted, "We're providing students a wide variety of 
faculty." 
Baldanza Is chairman of a committee, composed of 
members of the English department, currently looking into 
the general studies writing program. The committee will be 
the focus of part two of this series. 
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4th FUNNY  WEEK I 
BOX  OFFICE  OPENS  7 
SHOW  TIMES   7:30 
S  9:20  P.M. 
Mf-frm 
STARTS  FRIDAY I 
BOX  OFFICE  OPENS  7 
SHOW  TIMES 
7:30   1   9:20   P.M. 
^_    STADIUM  _. 
CiwcrwaZ 
FIB.   SAT.   MIDNIGHT 
SPEOAll 
OFFICE  OPENS  II45 FA, 
iHQVYTIWi BeS AA. 
y<m*Atout' 
\ 
fikCK INIfRMtSf S PitSMt 
TH£ GIRLS 
llNTHEfl/IND 
XXX 
'Shape Up For 
TheJtoiidaW 
LIQUID 
PROTEIN 
Buyl 
Get one free 
Pt. $6.00 
Qt. $11.00 
Gal. $40.00 
•Orange 
•Cherry 
Information & 
vitamins 
available 
at 
DJ.'s 
115 W. Merry 
352-9157 
classified. 
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LOOT A POUND  
Lost red tkl iecket. orange A 
writ on shoulder. Lost In Fox's 
DM IBI Wtd. II lound call Mar 
she at JB 4WQ. Reward offered,. 
Lost glasses In brn. cat*. Lost 
Sat. nltt between Anderson Hall 
&   Arena.   Return   will   be   ap- 
oreclatea. 217H).  
Lett geld bracelet at great sen- 
ttmental value.  II found pleate 
call Jodv 172-4441,  
Lost somewhere on campus; 
Brn. wallet, includ. driver's 
license   A   student   ID.   Need 
Lost keys In vicinity ot downtown 
BG. 7 or I keys on plain ring. Call 
352 1209. , !_ 
Found McGregor lined iexkft by 
SOP     Identity   color ' and   It's 
yours. Pit. 2-5WT.  
Found I Boa constrictor In N. 
Church St. area. Must Identify to 
•j't'-i IB-Mti  
Found. Don wnat time Is It? Joey 
Call Willie. 3330341 (Fremont I 
SIBIL 
Ride needed to Brunswick, Dec. 
31 or 33. Call Lorl. 353 6017. Will 
help pay gas. 
1»»VIC«» OPUPBP  
Bike storage. Pick up A delivery. 
m 43t3 or truni  
Same Day Typesetting Service 
On Most Jobs. Bring Us Your 
Manuals, Forms. Programs, 
Bulletins and Resumes. 4t Type 
Facts Available. Call The 
Flatlands   Trader   Newspaper 
353 3531.  
Expert Typing. 
Fast ft Reliable. 
Ph. 353 43*1.  
A temptingly tasteful 
ramecry to adults 
who can count. 
MICHAEL DOUGLAS 
SUSAN ANSPACH 
_o_^_B_H_M_i_M—M    _^_M_fl_^_a_i_M__i Pregnancy Aitta. unoersienamg 
"LIGHT A CANDLE 
AND SAY A 
PRAYER FOR 
PEACE!" 
r; I I I  i hw 
-™ 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9 o.m. - 10 p.m. 
1 -800-438-8039 
m W(MJ c_e 
DO YOU HAVE SALES EXTCRIENCc 
AND/OR A SINCERE DESIRE TO SELL??? 
APPLY HOW TO SELL AOmTISING 
FOR THE BQ HEWS AT106 UNIVERSITY 
HALL 
* EXCtUM EXTKI£NC£ 
• MUST HAVE CAR 
Sunday ■ December 9 
7:30 P.M. 
FIRST UNITED 
METHODIST CHURCH 
1506 EAST 
WOOSTER STREET 
CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS 
with 
"CAROLS AND CANDLES" 
(local! 
Birth control, test lor pregnancy, 
VD. early abortion at Toledo 
Medical Service. Call (419) 
3431179 (or an appt 
PERSONALS 
I day till BLACK CHRISTMAS 
I day till BLACK CHRISTMAS 
1 day till BLACK CHRISTMAS 
mrmmvmimmmmm?&& 
Win an aquarium, hood ft stand 
for Xmn at Davy Jones Locker 
Pet Shop. Enter the drawing 
trom now till Dec. 10 In person at 
32S E. Wooster. 354- IMS.  
BEACH LOVERS! Part-time stu 
dent sales representative post 
tion available for Spring 
Semester. Job Involves pro 
moling high quality sun trips on 
campus for commission and free 
travel. Call or write for an ap- 
plication. Summit Travel, inc. 
Parkade Plaza. Suite It. Colum 
bit.    Missouri.    65201.    (800) 
Bf-ftftf  
Rhonda, congratulations on your 
engagement. WE ARE all very 
happy for you. Best of Luck. 
LITB,    Your    Delta    Gamma 
$i»ty»,  
lake stock 
in^merica 
Resume 
TYPESETTING 
FAST SAME DAY SERVICE 
CALL 352-3538 
CASH=^=CASH 
STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE 
PAYS TOP PRICES 
FOR YOUR USED TEXTS 
BRING 'EM TO:^^^*-^^^ 
STUDENT 
BOOK EXCHANGE 
530 E. WOOSTER ST. 
S8X ALSO PAYS TOP WHOLESALE PUKES 01 MAMETAftE 
TEXTS NO LONGER USED AT B.G.S.U. 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
to 
Good luck & best wishes to our 
graduating seniors, Dave Wenti 
ft Greg Haskirts. The Brothers of 
Sigma Phi Epsiion 
Keep WFAL In mind when you're 
burnt from booking 24 hours-day 
finals week.       _________ 
Scott White: We're so confus 
edlll We want to put a personal 
in about you're lavallerlng but 
we're not sure who it Is this week. 
The Brother*.  
CHI O's announcing twooutstan 
ding achievements: CON- 
GRATULATIONS      KAREN 
IMARUCA on your Community 
Nursing Award; ft BETH 
ELLENBERGER on your Chair 
| manshlp in SGA for the Student 
Welfare Board! All of the sisters 
are   very   proud   of   your   ac 
cjrmptishmontsl  
Ham, Bach, Coom. Larry-Oopsl 
Greg) Time a. Larry The parties 
this weekend were really 
great,-with ut you get a Ureter it 
was practice New Year's Eve ft 
then a fantastic "Manor" party. 
that made us really realize what 
\ was meant by 'Party Hearty'MI 
We love you all ft we don't know 
when, but It had better be soon 
when we do it again I Thanks for 
such a good time. The Ladies of 
_L  
The sisterhood was fun-Wlth 
Myles as tha one to fill us with 
beer, good food ft lots of cheer. 
Next came our "dynomlte" even- 
ing plans-Some messy pranks we 
sure did land. We're very sorry 
that some were overdone-They 
were only meant In XI pledges 
fun. Hostages Sue ft. vicki, you 
were excel lent-Andy, Jonl ft. Kel: 
our t wasn't spent I Thanks to our 
kind sisters of 1007 wooster The 
food ft your hospitality were lust 
super! All In all our sneak was 
great Our timing was right, it 
wasn't too late. We shared our 
feelings a. created "those" songs, 
our hopes lean toward activation 
we hope it Isn't long!) We love 
our sisters a. Mom tool Alpha XI 
Delta Fall Pledges.  
The Phi Mu's t\av9 done it again, 
Congrats to Polly ft Cralg, a. San 
dy a. Tony on your engagements 
Low, Phi Mu Pledges.  
BIG SUE You're super ft. I'm 
glad to be part of the family. 
Love. Lll' Whiffle 
Terry-Being tapped into ODK Is 
one of the highest honors on cam 
pus. We're proud that you have 
been accepted into this honorary. 
Jebjv  
Delta Tau Delta congratulates 
Drew Fordham for being in 
ducted into ODK. Way to go 
PffW-  
Lorl, Surprise! Good Luck on 
your final. You can do it. 
Together we will make itt Love, 
Frank.  
Burpee: My big hunt was special 
'cause l tound you. I'm glad to be 
a part of such a great family. 
Thanks tor everything. Alpha Phi 
love*, mine.'Lll Cathv. 
Congratulations to Pat 
Schneider, Lesa Wallace a. Diane 
Pedlow on being selected info 
Who's Who. Keep up the great 
work! Love. Your AX Sisters. 
We love you Phi Psl's oh yes we 
do. We love you Phi Psi's this Is 
true. We're III' sis' a. we all 
agree, to stand behind you 
falthfullyl Congratulations on 
your   Hockey   Championship! 
Law, the ill' sis'.  
Win an aquarium, hood a. stand 
tor Xmas at Davy Jones Locker 
Pet Shop. Enter the drawing 
from now till Oec. 10. in person at 
325 E. WOQSter. 354 IMS.  
Kappa Sigs Tonight at your 
house is where we will be found, 
partying with the greatest guys 
around! I Get psyched I Love, The 
Sisters ot Phi Mu.  
Congratulations to Mr. Jerry 
Richardson on his induction into 
Omicron Delta Kappa. The 
Brothers of Sloma Phi Epsllon. 
GET IT IN NOW...WE'RE EASY 
to win from, WFAL Ski winter 
announced Monday,  
Phi Delts:  Thanks for a tun ft 
crazy tea. ZTA ft. Phi Delts know 
how to play the right cards. 
Amy-thanks for everything! You 
mean the world to met Merry 
Chrlttrnoj, Love. Lll' Sue.  
Congratulations to Jim House on 
being named Trl Captain on the 
Varsity Soccer Team. The Pikes 
The Sisters of Alpha Chi Omega 
would like to congratulate Kim 
Klsh tor being tapped Into the 
honorary Omicron Delta Kappa. 
We're proud ot voul  
Congratulations to the tall pledge 
class on going neophyte. The 
Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsllon. 
Jackie, you did an excellent lob 
on the Rampant Lion, if was one 
"WILD"   night.   L   a.   L.   Your 
Alpha Pelt Sisters.  
Paid Editorial positions for the 
BO News Revue available for 
Wtr. Qtr. Apply In the BO News 
Office, 104 University Hall. All 
application, due by ipm Friday 
MRS. JOHN MANN: Get used to 
it, July 12th comes quick! Best of 
luck in Clncy! I We'll MISS YOU! 
Love, your Roomies: W.E.R.A. ft. 
I.B.T.C, Cindy. Julie ft Nancy. 
'3rd Highs Batch-elder Have a 
Very Merry Christmas See You 
Next Yearn Diana).  
Congratulations to the Golden 
Hearts on going neophyte See 
you at the Christmas party Frl 
dav. The Brothers.  
All of us had a fantastic time last 
week, we surprised you all when 
we went on our sneak. O.S.U. 
showed a great time for us Phi's. 
a. we really hated to bid our good 
byes. We got wild 1 crazy at 
Papa Joe's, a. fun was had by a", 
everyone knows.  
No one in the house had a clue 
that you would be lavallered to a 
Sigma Nul Congratulations 
Becky a. Mike on your Sigma Nu 
AX lavallerlng. Love! The AX'S- 
Give Mom a break over break! 
DO YOUR LAUNDRY BEFORE 
YOU GO HOME! KIRK'S COIN- 
OMAT     709   S.   MAIN   ST.    IS 
OPEN 24 HOURS.  
"FROGGIE"HAPPY 21 BIR 
THDAY! Hope It's the best ever. 
Love, Squirrels.  
Members of Marketing Club: 
You are cordially  Invited to a 
Arena. Bring your membership 
card because it'sFRBE !'.Come 
and   Warm   Up   Your   Holiday 
Spirit! I  
MA CHILLI, SANTA'S WAT- 
CHING   MY LITTLE.   BETTER 
■■ OOOPII KBRKY.  
Pets make great xmas presents 
Buy someone you know a small 
animal or exotic pet tor Xmas at 
Davy Jones Locker Pet Shop 325 
E  wooster  ivj bifcs, W of cam 
Btt  
Alpha Delt Actives, the dreaded 
week is almost here. We wish you 
the best on all of your finals. 
Book   It  Girls!   L   &   L.  ADPi 
Piadnes.  
Beer Delivery now available thru 
Sub Me Quick's "Beer Delivery 
Club". Call 3S24M3 for details. 
Just another way to serve you 
better  Delivery hours 5pm lam 
7 days a week.  
Are vou a V.I.P.??  
If you're nol a V.I.P.. then you 
asinWfoba.  
So what is a V.i.P.? volunteers 
in Progress, Any Questions? Call 
372 0OM ft. find out how you can 
become    Involvet    in    helping 
othtrs.  
v.l.P.WTe around to help. 
ZBT  LIL  SIS' Welcome to the 
best   damn   fraternity   In   the 
world!  We ore happy ft proud 
that you are now part of ZBT 
Zebes  
Lisa, no more letters I promise. 
Thanks tor everything. You are 
very special. Good Luck on 
finals. Love you lots. Your little 
__,  
LuAnn, thanks for being such a 
WILD ft CRAZY little I loved the 
gift ft OSU was GREAT. Get 
psyched (or the New Year. Love, 
Donna  
Just wanted to wish all my Phi 
Mu girls a very Merry 
Christmas I sure hope Santa is 
good to all 94 of you' Love, Mom 
Big Vicki, Thank you tor bcmg 
such a special friend. You have 
brought me much happiness I'm 
gonna miss you. Love Your Lit*. 
Linda.  
l want to say a special good bye 
ft good luck wish to Janet, Cyndy, 
Brenda, Gerri ft Kethy  I'll miss 
vou all. Low. Mom.  
Lulgi, Murph, Turk, Schmlddy. 
C.K , Best of Luck in your future 
encounters. Don't forget all the 
good times Brathaus, Post Of 
flee. Mac's, Greek Kitchens ft the 
Ross. Pretty decent huh John? 
We'll miss you all. No Wayne, we 
didn't forget you! Love, Chunker 
ft louana. Jill ft Donna.  
AX. you tried too hard to catch 
but  we   were  too   sneaky.   AX 
"SNEAKY" Pledges.  
Brandy ft Jim just to let you 
know I think you're the greatest! 
And Happy Anniversary too (a 
little early, huh') Love, Joni 
interviewing Thurs. ft Frl. for 
Phi Mu Houseboy. If interested, 
call 2 2750.  
Congratulations to Laura, Don- 
na, Barb ft Mary on your activa- 
tion. Love, The ZBT L.rtie S.s's. 
Sub Mo Qiaoft's Holiday Hours 
starting Dee. Mth thru Jan. 5th 
11:30-1:00, Mon.-Fri. Closed Sat. 
ft Sun. Regular hours begin 4:39 
Sun. Jan. am, ifO.  
B.G. Wrestlers-Good Luck at 
Central this weekend Wish we 
could be there. Love, Lisa, Diane 
* Chrlstl.  
Congratulations Pi Kappa Alpha 
Soccer team, B Team Football ft 
off campus football team on win 
nlng your league titles. A very 
special congrats to the A-Team 
All Campus Football champions 
on your undefeated, untied 
season. Also, thanks to the 
Wrestling ft Tennis teams tor 
your winning seasons ft to trt 
Hockey Team for trying. 
Christmas Party.. It will bo held 
on Friday, December 7th from 
9-1 in the President's Lounge, ice 
"Senior Send Off" 
Sat. Dec. 8 
7-10p.m. 
Alumni Room Union 
Featured Speaker ■ James Baldwin 
In recognition of all Fall Qtr. 
Graduating Seniors. 
Refreshments served 
Free and open to all 
ALL Dec. Grads please call 
372-2642 ext. 12 or 352-6203 
Sponsored by Black Student Union 
WANT1D 
1 F. looking for place to live Wtr. 
& Spr. or for another F. to get a 2 
man apt. Julie, IMIIM.  
1 M. tubll. Own room. S100 mo. 
Great location Call Dan 153 1585 
F. apt. male. «t2.50 mo. Furn 
close   to   campus.    Call   Peg 
1 4412432.  
M ttvdent needs off -campus apt. 
372 2*21. Dan between 5-7pm  
1 F. rmte. needed after Oec. 1 "th. 
Close to campus, lor more Info 
call, m 7252.  
Wanted Female roommate. Call 
WHW,  
2 Rmtes. needed for Wtr. t, Spr. 
Close to campus. Own room. Low 
rent. Call now 152 4437.  
F. rmte. needed. 5 mln. from 
campus,   low   rent.   352 2707 
aw"™*,  
1 F. rmte. wtr & Spr. Otrs. 
818M venor. 354 is». 
I v rmte. Wtr. ft Spr Own 
bdrm. SI22 mo. plus elec. 
miMii   university  Courts. 
Would like a Christian   35! 0414, 
Bisk.  
1 F rmte needed to share in 2 
bdrm   apt   JVS mo   Wtr  ft Spr 
5th St   352 '7W  
I M to subls. apt. Wtr ft Spr. qtr. 
Located only I oik. from campus 
ft reasonably priced. Call 
352(571 
F. rmte. needed In Watervllie 
SlOO mo. ft elec. I71-*m.  
1 F rmte needed for Wtr. ft Spr. 
Qtr Whole upstairs, of house 
Close to campus 352 8252 
I F rmte needed for Wtr ft Spr 
Hcwlovf Apts S743 qtr 35! e>54 
F student wanted to sub's, apt 
wtr.. Spr. ft Sum. qtrs. Fum. apt. 
7 bdrms. 312 1453.  
F rmte Wtr ft Spr. qtr Close to 
camnus ft stores 354 1307.  
I F  rmte needed wtr  Qtr. only 
Campus Manor   Call 35! 4794 
1 F. rmte. needed tor Wtr. ft Spr. 
qlr    2   bdrm    furn.   apt.   Call 
35! 5973  
Looking tor I F. rmre. to snare 
nice apt. Close to campus. For in 
fo call Clndv at 352 om.  
M. rmte. needed Winter qtr 
SH 25 mo. Ph. 352 4140.  
I M. needs oHcampus housing 
lor wtr  ft Spr. 372 3741,  
Need i M rmte for Forest Apts. 
SUP mo. la-JaM,  
I or 2 F. rmtes. tor Wtr. ft Spr 
Qtrs   Call 352 4952 
HELP WANTED 
Professional Resume Typeset 
ting Samr Oa/Service 357 3518 
Victoria Station now hiring 
cocktail   help    Must   be   21. 
IW-070*.  
Sub Ve Quick accepting appllca 
tions tor drivers for next qtr 
Must be II ft ntye car Apply 143 
E   Wooster 2 4 pm   M. Frl. 
FOR SALE 
'73 Chevy impale Excel), cond. 
No rust. Best otter  Call 352 7017 
attar torn.  
New backgammon  games.   Ph. 
352 2il« or 3527JU.  
Pioneer K P 4000 AM FM cassette 
car stereo with Ti 3300 power 
booster. 30 w. per channel. Both 
im  
5 string banjo with case. Superb 
cond   SI95   357 5903 
'70 Ford Maverick, good cond., 
will  get you anywhere, radio. 
S475   357 574!   
1970 Pontiac Catalma. S400. Call 
353 1274 mornings, 372 3545 alter 
noonHyts,  
United Airlines Vi price coupon. 
Asking 135 or best offer Call 
Matt. 372 339s. 
2 United Airlines '/i price tickets. 
Best oiler Call Sue 373 449! 
Acoustic 135 guitar amp. Less 
than I yr. old. $350 or best otter. 
Small Crate amp. Perfect for 
dorm practicing. 1150 or best of 
Mr. 372-1770.  
'73 Nova, good cond., new paint 
lob, fires ft exhaust system. SI50. 
372 1323. Sandy.  
1974   Nova  Hatchback,  power 
steering. $1295 or reasonable ot 
far. (4191 ale 4213 (local) 
FREE       wk. old puppies. Must 
go   Call 151 1344 alter 5pm 
Selling   </]   price    ticket   tor 
American   Airline    Asking  $35 
Expires Dec    15   Call 35! 7438 
Advertise Your Unwanted Items 
For   Free    in   The   Flatlands 
Trader Newspaper. Pay A Com 
mission Only II Your Item Sells. 
Call   352 3539.   75,000   Readers 
Weekly 1  
Waferbed for sale 
Must sell to stay in school. 
New in October 
Best offer accepted. 
Call 154-1371 anytime.  
Get ready for the snow season I) 1 
new ladies med. snowsultfors2S. 
Call 352 5aOI after noon.  
SHOP AHEAD Buy beautiful 
Christmas stockings PAT 
TERNS: Make original Xmas 
stockings. Four unique classic 
designs. Easy to follow Instruc 
tlorts Included. $3 00 Call Nancy 
at 372 3307 
FOR HINT  
Farm house, good cond., seclud- 
ed, 3-4 bdrm., good prkg., no 
pets, I5IS8 Dunbrldge Rd. across 
trom stadium. $450 mo., deposit 
ft lease. Call 352 1451  
1  bdrm.   furnished   apt.  4  mo. 
IMP.. 372-4M0.  
Subls. Wtr. Qtr only 2 bdrm 
duplex, 15 mln. from campus. 
$190 mo. ft ulll. Call 649 9454. 
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elsewhere 
Judge urges talks in teacher strike 
CLEVELAND (AP)- A judge urged 
negotiators for striking Cleveland 
teachers and the city's school board to 
work for a sensible resolution of the 
walkout, which ended its seventh week 
yesterday. 
The strike in a wage dispute by the 
5,000-member Cleveland Teachers 
Union began Oct. It, disrupting classes 
for 92.000 pupils in Ohio's largest city. 
Classes in the debt-ridden system 
were officially canceled Nov. 8, when 
school officials said they could no 
longer guarantee the safety of children 
and school employees crossing picket 
lines. 
CLYAHOGA COUNTY Common 
Pleas Judge Frederick M. Coleman, 
who has yet to rule on a school board re- 
quest for a back-to-work order in the 
dispute, met with both sides as bargain- 
ing resummed yesterday at the offices 
of the federal Mediation and Concilia- 
tion Service. 
The last previous talks broke off 
Saturday, before the school board 
sought a court order to end the strike. 
"I feel optimistic," Coleman said 
after leaving the bargaining session. 
"We have problems, and we're going to 
try to be sensible in dealing with them.'' 
THE JUDGE said he has set no time 
limit for action before ruling on the re- 
quest for a back-to-work order, but has 
asked for periodic progress reports on 
the talks. 
Federal mediator Harold S. Gold 
said that with the eyes of a Judge on the 
bargaining, both sides may be reluctant 
to break off the latest round of negotia- 
tions 
A settlement has been bogged down 
on money matters. The school board is 
In virtual state receivership and is try- 
ing to recover from a (36 million deficit. 
It has been cited repeatedly for failure 
to meet minimum state standards. 
TEACHERS have asked for an t per- 
cent raise, retroactive to Sept. 1, and 
another 5 percent at midyear. The 
union is seeking another 8 percent boost 
in the middle of the next school year. 
The school board has offered a 7 per- 
cent raise, retroactive to Sept. 1, and 
another 8 percent hike in September 
I960. 
Anyone But Church 
Political experiment attacks incumbent senator before election 
BOISE, Idaho (AP) - A political 
"experiment" called Anyone But 
Church is under way in Idaho. Its 
target, Sen. Frank Church, claims it's 
making Idaho "the guinea pig state for 
a new form of political assassination by 
out-of-staters." 
The "experiment" so far has drawn 
the following headlines: "Running 
Scared In Idaho" - Wall Street Journal. 
"Church Perceived as Apostle 
Fearful of Election Disaster" - 
Washington Post. 
"Church is 'Running Scared' in 
Intense Idaho Campaign" - Washington 
Star. 
"Sen. Church seeks to Reverse 
Image At Home" - Los Angeles Times. 
ALL THIS, despite the fact that no 
candidate has emerged to oppose the 
four-term, 55-year-old incumbent 
Democrat. 
The newspaper articles suggest that 
Church, chairman of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee, is trying 
desperately to salvage his notable 
political career. 
Anyone But Church Is run by two 
Idaho men, Jake Hansen, 25, and Don 
Todd, 36. It is an affiliate of the 
National Conservative Political Action 
Committee of Arlington, Va., which has 
selected five Democratic senators to 
defeat in 1980: Church, George 
McGovem of South Dakota, John 
Culver of Iowa, Alan Cranston of 
California and Birch Bayh of Indiana. 
"THIS CAMPAIGN Is really an ex- 
periment, said Hansen. "It allows us to 
attack an incumbent without giving the 
challenger a negative image.'" 
Wes McCune, president of Group 
research Inc., a Washlnton, DC, 
organization that researches con- 
servative groups, said, "This political 
action committee idea has never really 
been tried before. 
"The idea is to attack the incumbent 
early, way before the election, to soften 
him up," he continued. "But the can- 
didate who is going to challenge the 
incumbent can't do it without creating a 
negative image, so they create these 
stalking horses to do the dirty work. It's 
very ingenious." 
MCCUNE said his research indicates 
NCPAC's original No.  1 target was 
McGovern, followed closely by Church. 
"That's not just based on how much 
they hate them, but on how vulnerable 
UBUSDIBSOf- V.ft i 
m 
SPttW 
PURCHASE 
100 jq. ft. 
EXTRA LONG 
LOGROLL 
CHRISTMAS 
WRAP 
Each roll KrOtq.ft.; 
H in. x 47 <*«1. . 
dtiifns 
99 
CHRISTMAS TA6S -SEALS 
WMlCMltC- 
tion. ..cards, tags, 
taali tn many 
styltsl i 
Prt-Prictd 7t ctnt 58 
Discover 
THIS WEEK'S 
KEY VALUE! 
f--^d _5     Twin Peck 
PRIN6LES 
POTATO 
CHIPS 
ChooM from ] 
crunchy, delicious 
flavors: Regular. 
Rippled or Country 
Stylo 11 
MuGMT 
MMfUl 
LL- fTTTWULSTX? 
35 MINIATURE U6HT SET 
Tiny lights tn 
assorted bright 
colors that Mash 
merrily l Indoor 
outdoor utt. 
Replacement bulbs 
available 
$2 57 
FhP«k<Mt 
59* I to 10 card.per each. 
CHOICE 
B»j if 36 CWtf Bwt 
5 Stwl Catii Rftiw 
600 fat 
66 
y \e sat 
11. SANTA ASSORTMENT 
CHOCOLATES 
*•«.tl 27 $1 56 
HOLLY OESION 
LUNCHEON 
NAPKINS 
Jolt what you naed 
lopr»Hy up your 
holiday table!! l>»f. Ol 140 
BEIM ■ RR/VINIKLirM 
154 S  Main  Bowling Crown    Hn. 9 9 Mon.-Sat. 
12-5 Sun. 
they are," McCune said. "They've 
picked two states South Dakota and 
Idaho that are sparsely populated, 
where the buck goes farther." 
McCune said Idaho became more 
attractive to NCPAC than South Dakota 
because Rep. Steve Symms, R-Idaho, 
an all-but-announced opponent, is well- 
known throughout the state, while 
South Dakota Republicans have no 
strong candidate to throw aginst 
McGovern. 
"NCPAC  is  just fronting  for the 
Symms campaign," said Church. 
Church denied he is "running 
scared." 
"I think that's the wrong term," he 
said. "I'm running hard, but I've 
always done that. Idaho is traditionally 
a Republican state, and no Democrat 
can be assured of winning. 
CHURCH, who was first elected in 
1956, has not formally announced for re- 
election. 
Funerals to be held for 
11 killed at concert 
CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP) - Funerals are scheduled today and tomorrow fo- at 
least six of the 11 persons killed in a pushing crowd of rock concert fans Monday 
night at Riverfront Coliseum. 
Dr. Frank P. Cleveland, Hamilton County coroner, attributed all the deaths to 
asphyxiation, saying the victims were pressed under the weight of others who 
stepped and fell on them. He will make an official ruling after examinations of 
blood and tissue samples. 
Cityofficials were expected to take the first steps at yesterday's City Council 
meeting to prevent a recurrence of such disasters. Mayor J. Kenneth Black well 
wants new laws giving the city firm control over crowds at public events, in- 
cluding the right to cancel them if officials feel that is needed to ensure public 
safety. 
BLACKWELX SAID he will name a task force, with members to Include con- 
cert promoters and managers of the coliseum, to recommend legislation for 
crowd control and police authority at public events. 
Jerald Bruce of the state fire marshal's office checked the coliseum Tuesday 
and reported no violation of the state building codes. 
Some rock fans caught in the crush of people trying to get Inside for a perfor- 
mance of The Who said the press of spectators prevented them from pulling 
doors open to gain entrance to the coliseum. But Don Yuellig, assistant city fire 
marshal, said the city fire code requires doors to open outward. 
"PUBLIC DOORS are required to open outward and they do at the coliseum," 
Yuellig said. "That's Just common sense. We've got to worry about people com- 
ing out in event of a fire, not in. Outside crowd control is a police matter." 
Morman ERA supporter 
dismissed from church 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Feminist Sonia Johnson, whose family has been in the 
Mormon Church for five generations, was excommunicated from the church 
yesterday because of her campaign for ihe Equal Rights Amendment. 
"The verdict is excommunication," Johnson said in a telephone inteview. She 
said she would make no further comment until probably Thursday. 
The verdict by her bishop came by registered mail to Johnson's home in 
suburban Sterling, VA., culminating a trial during which, she said, she found it 
impossible to "see eye to eye" with church leaders. 
THE 43-year-old mother of four, who is head of "Mormons for ERA," was 
described by friends as emotionally tense and distressed during the morning as 
she waited the decision reached by her bishop and two counselors after a trial 
Saturday. 
The church made no announcement of the verdict. 
Students urge repeal of laws 
VASSALBORO, Maine (AP) - Students in a high school 
civics class took to the streets with petitions urging repeal of 
laws they said coddle criminals and found -to their dismay- 
plenty of supporters. 
A majority of the adults they approached readily penned i. 
the oocument, met apparently not realizing it called for the 
repeal of the Bill of Rights. 
"As a history teacher, the whole thing kind of scares me," 
said Bill Forstchen, who conceived the project. "Hall started 
when I was trying to think of a way to teach the Bill of Rights 
so the kids will remember it six months from now." 
STUDENTS in Forstchen's llth-grade history class at the 
Oak Grove-Cobum school several weeks ago began soliciting 
signatures on mock petitions calling for repeal of the first 10 
amendments to the U.S. Constitution, the Bill of Rights. 
Deleting the title but retaining the text of the BUI of Rights 
word-for-word, the petitions urged that a proposal to repeal 
the entire document be placed on the 198S election ballot. 
In their solicitations, students said the document "coddles 
the criminal." 
THE STUDENTS found that 74 percent of the people in 
WatervUle who took the time to hear the students' request 
signed their names. 
Forstchen also reported that less than 8 percent of the 
WatervUle group recognized the petition's text as the BUI of 
Rights. In Augusta, it was roughtly 9 percent. 
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Iran calls U.N. draft worthless 
Robert HimlBlt ol Richmond, Vs., stands next to ■ banner drawn on • bedsheet 
caricaturing tran'a Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomainl. Hamlatt put the aheet up eeveral days 
ago and aays about 30 people have atopped by to expreaa support. 
CAMBODIA 
IS DYING 
Savethe 
Children 
Westport, Connecticut 
06880 
T. 
TEHRAN, Iran (AP)-The militants 
occupying the U.S. Embassy rejected 
as "worthless" yesterday the Security 
Council resolution demanding release 
of their 50 American hostages, but the 
government radio said the U.N. action 
left open the door to negotiation. 
Iran's ruling Revolutionary Council 
met yesterday night but issued no 
comment on the U.N. resolution, 
adopted unanimously Tuesday. 
At the United Nations, a spokesman 
for Secretary-General Kurt Waldeim 
said he believed the Tehran radio 
broadcast reflected the Iranian 
position. The radio report noted that the 
resolution does not condemn Iran and 
warns against U.S. military in- 
tervention. 
U.N. spokesman Rudolph Stajduhar 
said Waldheim was in telephone con- 
tact with Iranian acting Foreign 
Minister Sadegh Ghotbtadeh, who 
refused to attend the four days of 
Security Council debate on the U.S.- 
Iran crisis. 
U.S. OFFICIAL8 have said they 
prefer a peaceful solution to the crisis. 
but Pentagon spokesmen said 
American naval strength south of the 
Persian Gulf has doubled with the 
arrival of the aircraft carrier Kitty 
Hawk and five support ships that Joined 
a task force led by the carrier Midway. 
The crisis began with the Nov. 4 
occupation of the embassy by militants 
demanding President Carter return 
ousted Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavt 
to stand trial for alleged crimes against 
the people. 
Carter has refused, and Sunday he 
ordered the shah moved to Lackland 
Air Force Base in Texas from s New 
York hospital he entered Oct. 22 for 
cancer and gallbladder treatment. 
A spokesman for the embassy 
militants yesterday repeated 
Khomeini's charges that the Security 
Council was controlled by the United 
States. 
"As far as we are concerned its 
opinion is worthless and will not affect 
us In any way," the spokesman said. 
THE STATE-RUN radio, in a rare 
contradiction of the militants, said the 
council resolution "has left the way 
open for continuing activities within the 
U.N. framework and intensive effo-ts 
through the secretary-general to 
resolve the differences through 
peaceful terms." 
Inter-city school liked by pupils 
CHICAGO (AP) - In a shabby West 
Side neighborhood where the lessons of 
the street are considered more relevant 
than those of the classroom, Marva Col- 
lins is "making kids' heads big." 
She runs a private school for some 30 
children In an all-black, poverty-level 
area of rundown multi-family apart- 
ments. Another 400 children are on a 
waiting list 
"Just looking at the faces of children 
In this area makes one cry," said Col- 
lins, 42. "They come home at the end of 
the day with listless expressions and 
dull eyes. The same children come here 
with their eyes lit up. They metamor- 
phose before my eyes." 
FIVE YEARS AGO, Collins and her 
husband, Clarence, scraped together 
their 13,000 savings and bought a three- 
story, 24-room house in the heart of the 
area. The Westside Preparatory School 
was born. 
Clarence Collins knocked down walls 
to make space. Mrs. Collins traveled 
across the country lecturing at 
workshops, her earnings providing Just 
enough to keep the program running. 
After 14 years In the Chicago public 
school system - "You name it, I've 
taught it"-Colllns had started to realize 
her dream. 
SHE BEGAN with 12 pupils In a 
second-floor classroom In her home. 
Today, she has an assistant, Lillian 
Vaughn, and about 30 children, ranging 
from kindergarten through sixth grade, 
in two classrooms. Next summer she 
plans to train five more assistants and 
move into larger quarters. 
She teaches a curriculum tailored to 
produce a special kind of education - as 
flexible as It Is traditional, as 
sophisticated as it is basic. 
"I don't expect society to educate 
these children. I refuse all federal funds 
and accept very few private monies," 
she said. 
INDEED, Collins takes money out of 
her own pocket to feed students who 
don't get a full breakfast at home, buys 
books and clothes for many others, and 
waives the WO monthly tuition fee for 
those parents who can't afford It. 
"The most depressing part of this 
whole venture is that I've been besieged 
by calls from parents. 
"They call up weeping, 'Please ac- 
cept my child,' or I receive other calls 
offering to move me and start the pro- 
gram In another city," she said. "But 
we're not selling Big Macs here. The 
Important thing is to give a quality 
education." 
I.IKK MOST educators, Collins bases 
her teaching on reading skills. But her 
emphasis is unyielding. 
"If you can't read, you can't do 
anything else," she said. "I can't see 
why society finds this so difficult to 
understand. Just about all learning 
branches from that skill and almost 
every profession today demands exact- 
ness. 
"One child told me he wants to be a 
surgeon.  That means learning that 
when you have to make a cut 2 cen- 
timeters to the right of a spot, you don't 
make It 2 and one half, look at it, and 
guess it's going to be OK," she said. 
MRS. COLLINS teaches exactness. 
Children are drilled on vocabulary and 
multiplication tables. They are re- 
quired to read one book every two 
weeks, memorize one poem a week and 
write a composition each day on a topic 
she chooses. 
"People saw the segment on CBS- 
TV's 'SO Minutes' and said these must 
be bright children she's starting with," 
she said. "When I got them, some were 
seeing psychiatrists and others were in 
learning centers. 
"Most schoolchildren are more 
sophisticated than adults know and 
many of them are Just plain bored with 
school. Their parents take them to 
school and tell them they are going to 
learn to read. That's too often a lie. 
'"SEE spot run' Is not learning to 
read. Children go home from here the 
third day and they can read. It isn't a 
lie. The proximity of all children in one 
classroom learning has Its own power. 
That's why they say "This school makes 
your head big,'" she added. 
Collins teaches pupils of various ages 
in the same classroom because she 
doesn't believe that learning always 
correlates with age. She works with 
each child throughout the day, allowing 
no pupil to get snagged on a problem he 
or she can't solve. 
You don't need calculus, algebra or trig to . 
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Boarding house fire 
spawns concern for others 
living in similar facilities 
By the Associated Press - The tragic (ire that swept through a boarding home in 
northwestern Ohio and killed 14 elderly boarders has spawned new concern for 
thousands of persons living in such facilities. 
When a tragedy does occur, like the fire at the Coats Boarding Home In Pioneer, 
Ohio, legislators are usually the first ones in the public sector to respond. 
Their proposals point to the need for fire escapes, sprinklers, smoke detectors 
and other safety equipment-none of which is cheap and most of which is already 
standard equipment at better facilities. 
WHEN THE health and safety standards of nursing and rest homes In Ohio came 
under severe criticism, for example, a new state law was adopted in 1972 that re- 
quired all such facilities to Install sprinkler systems and fire alarm systems to 
qualify for licensing. 
The law resulted in operators of many facilities that previously had been called 
nursing homes changing the names of their establishments to boarding homes. The 
Coats family was among them. 
They stayed open as a boarding house when they found It financially prohibitive 
to upgrade standards to continue operating as a nursing home. 
THERE AREN'T many options open to persons who can no longer live and who 
don't have anyone to care for them. Aged and chronically 111 persons who have to 
take up residence In boarding homes are considered to be among the most disad- 
vantaged groups In urban American. 
Since their average Income is usually far below the poverty level, they cannot af- 
ford the high-priced care provided by nursing homes or rest homes. 
As a result, boarding homes become affordable alternatives for fixed-income, 
older Ohloans whose benefit levels are exceptionally low and average between 1200 
and $300 a month. 
"IF I didn't have them pretty well full, I couldn't make it," said U>etta 
Smithson, who operates two boarding homes in Toledo. "Sometimes I come out a' 
little bit ahead, but I'm paying on my homes and I had to get home improvement 
loans." 
Most of the boarders pay an average of about $210 a month. "About 10 pay J1B0, 
but they don't have any more to pay and I won't turn them away," said Smithson. 
She estimates that a minimum of $175 of each monthly fee is needed to pay ex- 
penses, such as groceries, mortgage and loan payments, automobile expense and 
utilities. 
"I TRY to live on the rest," she added.   
SAVE THE 
CHILDREN 
OF 
CAMBODIA 
The international 
Save the Children 
Alliance — working 
in Thailand since 
1976 — is now pro- 
viding 100,000 Cam- 
bodian refugees with 
emergency food and 
health care. Seven 
medical teams strug- 
gle to save the vic- 
tims of malaria, 
dysentery, pneu- 
monia — and starva- 
tion. 
800-243-5075 
t Save the Children 
Westport, Connecticut 
06880 
********************** 
Preserve 
the 
future. 
Take stock in America. 
Buy L'.S. Savings Bonds. 
in^merica 
BOMB DffiJS for 
GIVING/ 
NO PAYMENTS 'TIL FEB. 1,1960! 
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Minor transactions 
at winter meeting 
TORONTO (AP) - A couple of minor 
transactions, the signing of free agent 
snortstop Fred Patek and a feeling a 
rancor between some baseball ex- 
ecutives featured the tortise-moving 
annual winter baseball meetings here 
Wednesday. 
In this third day of the meetings, not a 
single deal had surfaced worthy of the 
description "important," let along 
"major." Thus far these confabs have 
been dominated by the deals not made 
rather than those concluded. 
First, the hard facts of Wednesday. 
The California Angels announced the 
signing of Patek, at 5-foot-3 one of ma- 
jor league baseball's smallest players. 
Patek played out his option with Kansas 
City and has signed a three-year con- 
tract with the Angels, American 
League Western division champions. 
The Angels also disclosed they had 
sent shortstop Jim Anderson, 22, to the 
Seattle Mariners to complete a deal 
made last season in which California 
received pitcher John Montague. 
Anderson hit .248 with three homers 
and 23 RBI with the Angels in 1979. 
In another deal, the Detroit Tigers ac- 
quired shortstop Juan Lope-: from the 
Milwaukee Brewers for pitcher Fred 
Holdsworth. Lopez, 27, Harled .264 in 113 
games for Vancouver In the Pacific 
Coast league last season. Holdsworth 
was 10-6 with a 4.1S ERA at Evansville 
in the American association. 
In another development, a source 
close to the negotiations told The 
Associated Press that owner Charles 
Finley was close to selling his Oakland 
A's to Denver oil magnate Marvin 
Davis. The source said that only a cou- 
ple of details have yet to be worked out. 
The money and reinbursement for the 
eight years remaining on the Oakland 
coliseum lease are no longer a factor, 
the source said. 
The California Angels were miffed at 
the New York Mets for reneging on a 
deal after agreeing with a handshake to 
send pitcher Craig Swan to the 
American league team for three 
Angels, including outfielder Willie 
Mays Aiken, a .2(1 hitter with 21 
homers and 81 RBI in 1979. 
Mets owner Mrs. Vincent de Roulet, 
however, nixed the deal. She said the 
Mets were in the process of being sold 
and that moving Swan would not be fair 
to the new owners. She also ventured 
her opinion the players offered the Mets 
weren't enough for Swan. 
Angels front office boss Buzzy Bavasi 
said of the Mets' pullot: "In my 40 
years In baseball I've never seen 
anything like it." 
In another case of hard feelings, the 
Phillies brass was upset when its effort 
to pry loose outfiedler Dave Winfield 
from the San Diego Padras failed. 
The Phillies, it was learned, offered 
pitcher Larry Christenson, outfielders 
Greg I.uzinski and Bake McBride, pro- 
mising rookie catcher Keith Moreland 
and a choice of one other quality player 
on a list of eight for Winfield and two of 
three Padres' pitchers: Gay lord Perry, 
Bob Shirley and Bob Owchinko. 
The Padres, according to Phillies 
personnel director Paul Owens, abrupt- 
ly shut off conversations before Owens 
could even compute his presentation. 
Among the rumors at the convention 
were the Phillies offering relievers Ron 
Reed and Tug McGraw for Milwaukee 
pitcher Bill Travers; the Phillies still 
trying to get Perry, Owchinko and-or 
Shirley from San Diego for a lesser 
package. 
Other rumors were Toronto trying to 
work our a deal that would include the 
Blue Jays' John Mayberry for Mon- 
treal's Ellis Valentine; the Red Sox try- 
ing to peddle Butch Hobson to the Mets 
for Swan and catcher John Stearns, and 
Toronto sending first baseman Chris 
Chambliss to Atlanta for outfielder 
Barry Bonnell, pitcher Tommy Boggs 
and catcher Bruce Benedict. 
Gymnasts host EMU Hurons 
Defending state champs 
open home season 
staff photo by Frank Braithaupt 
Falcon sophomore Sue Hansen goes through her routine on the 
balance beam In a meat last season. BG will host Eastern Michigan 
Saturday at 1 p.m. In the North Gym In thalr home opener. 
by Ken Koppel 
staff reporter 
Fans who come to the North Gym 
Satruday to watch Bowling Green's 
gymnastic team should not be 
disappointed If they don't see anyone 
perform with the caliber of a Nadia 
Comaneci or an Olga Korbut. 
Though no members of the 1980 
U.S. Olympic Team will be present, 
some of the best talent in the state 
will be on hand when the Falcons 
make their home debut at 1 p.m. 
against Eastern Michigan. 
BG, the defending state cham- 
pions, are off to another good start 
this year, undefeated after two 
meets and Coach Charles Simpson is 
doing everything to try and make 
sure it stays that way following the 
encounter with the Hurons. 
"Eastern Michigan Is a stronger 
team than last year so it's not going 
to be a pushover by any means," 
Simpson said of the squad who took a 
121.60-110.35 licking at the hands of 
the Falcons last year. "I don't want 
them to surprise us which they could 
very well do." 
IN ORDER to avoid an upset 
Simpson is continuing to rearrange 
his lineup to find the best possible 
gymnasts in each of the (ourevents. 
However, he also has a dual 
purpose invoking this strategy. 
Injuries have plagued the Falcons in 
the early going this year. 
"We're working around that as 
best we can," Simpson said of the 
injuries. "I'm working the lineup 
around. I'm kind of anxious to see 
how that works." 
Entering this weekend's match 
with EMU, Simpson's team is 
almost fully recovered, suffering 
only from what he calls bruises that 
need no surgery, just rest. However, 
not everybody Is able to suit up for 
the Huron invasion. 
Carol Brunswick will not be 
competing in the dash. The junior 
from Coldwater took meet honors in 
last Saturday's contest with the 
University of Kentucky on the bars 
with a score of 8.25, but is suffering 
from a knee problem. 
BUT IN having his healthiest 
squad thus far, Simpson is confident 
of good things from the gymnasts in 
the first of five consecutive home 
meets. 
"They don't have as much depth 
as we do," Simpson said of EMU, 
who is coming off a defeat to the 
University of Michigan last 
weekend. "We've been having good 
practices this week. It's (BG's first 
two matches) the kind of start we 
needed going into Christmas." 
Despite the Falcons' success, 
they have been having troubles In 
the vaulting event, failing to capture 
either of the top two spots in 
Lexington. 
"WE'RE GOING to work on our 
vaulting this week and try and pull 
our scores up there," Simpson said 
yesterday. 
He added that though there have 
been problems in the vault and 
setbacks due to injuries, performing 
in familiar territory overshadows 
both areas. 
"Regardless of whether we had 
everybody healthy or not, we'd still 
be rotating around," Simpson noted. 
"It's easier to be at home. We're 
familiar with our equipment. 
"It's a disadvantage to come to 
our gym and compete because it's so 
small. Everything is cramped and 
crowded and the noise of the fans; 
it's nice to be at home." 
Delta Gamma Proudly 
Announces: 
it's 79-80 Anchor Man 
'Bob Kusky' 
NEW HEAD HOOTERS . . 
Pres. Jan Lingle 
V. Pres Beth Ellenberger 
Rec. Sec. MyraShinas 
Treas Laurie Marmaduke 
Corres. Sec. Julie Fenbert 
Pledge Tr. Stephanie Maygar 
Ass. Pledge Claudia Runkel 
Personnel Jean Humphrey 
Social Chmn. Robin Lanning 
Rush Chmn. KrinaShotts 
Ass. Rush 1 Laurie Brusie 
Ass. Rush2 Ann Misch 
Pan Hel Rep Jenny Musser 
Thanks to the oldie-but goodie officers for a 
fantastic year! 
Rec Center Pro Shop 
Christmas Sale 
December 6, 7, 8    15% off 
Canvas Laundry Bags    Wilson Jimmy Connors 
Tennis Racquet 
^f> Sweatshirts     Adidas Finalist All-Court Shoes 
<<$f> Handtowels Wilson Autograph Racquetball 
Racquet 
Warm-Ups: White Stag, Wilson, Winning Ways, Ascot 
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Alpha Tau Omega 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES 
ITS NEW ACTIVES 
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Paid Editorial Positions 
for 
BG News Revue 
Available for Winter Quarter. 
Apply in the BG News Office 
106 University Hall. 
Deadline for applications is 5p.m. Friday. 
DALE ATKINS 
SCOTT BAILEY 
ANDY SPERRY 
MARK WADE 
MARK TREMBLAX 
JOHN HAWKINS 
GREG COUGHENOUR 
ROYBUMPAS Q 
MIKE FEVERSTON  > 
JOHN HAMILTON  ^ 
TODD SHEPHERD O 
DONRILEY > 
JEFF MYERS 
LONNY WIRES o > 
AND ITS NEW 
Executive Board Members 
WORTHY MASTER JEFF A. MILLER 
WORTHY CHAPLAIN TIM J. BAILEY 
WORTHY KEEPER OF THE EXCHEQUER 
TONY C. MILLER 
WORTHY SCRIBE JOHN A. HOLLINGER 
WORTHY KEEPER OF THE ANNALS 
• H. REEDPETRIE 
RUSH CHAIRMAN ERNIE J. AUCIELLO 
SOCIAL CHAIRMEN JACK P. HOLLISTER 
PAT J.DOYLE 
Thanks for a job well done 
by the outgoing officers 
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Congratulations 
Phi Kappa Psi 
Hockey Team 
NO. 1 
end undefeated 
Your Phi Psi brothers 
THE BROTHERS OF PI KAPPA ALPHA 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCE 
THEIR NEW OFFICERS 
PRESIDENT JIMCAH1LL 
V.P. of INTERNAL AFFAIRS JEFF BARBER 
V.P.ofRUSH   RICKKUSMER 
SECRETARY MIKE LEYRITZ 
TREASURER RICK DUFFIELD 
SOCIAL CHAIRMEN 
SAMMAURO 
CRAIG VALENTINE 
HOUSE MANAGER JIM HOUSE 
I.F.C. REPRESENTATIVE JOHN CAHILL 
KITCHEN STEWARDS 
DEAN SLAVIC 
TERRY KISKIN 
SPORTS CHAIRMAN MAL McINTYRE 
THANKS TO THE OLD OFFICERS 
FOR A JOB WELL DONE! 
NOTICE TO ORGANIZATIONS 
The following Student Organizations have failed to update their 
files with the Office of Student Organizations and New Student Pro- 
grams and are currently classified as Inactive. As such they are no 
longer entitled to the privileges of a registered organization. 
Alpha Angels 
Anderson Gang 
Antler Society 
ARAB Student Association of BGSU 
Board of Black Cultural Activities 
Cnnsiien Science Organization 
Delta Phi Alpha 
Fraternity Management Association 
Health Care Administration Club 
Home Economics Association 
Jehovah s Witnesses 
LeCe'cle Franc ais 
Morning Star 
Mylhopoeic Society 
National Association of College and 
University Residence Halls 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
Pni Eta Sigma Freshman Honorary Society 
Phi Kappa Phi 
Phi Nu Alpha Smlonia 
Phi Upsilon Omlcron 
Physical Education Majors Club 
Scabbard and Blade 
Student Netionai Education Association 
Student Veterans Association ot BGSU 
Task Force    Lutheran Students tor Christ 
The Way Ministry (Campus Outreach) 
Theta Alpha Phi 
third World Graduate Association 
Unitarian Fellowship 
University Bible Fellowshtp 
Young Socialist Alliance 
Sigma Pi Sigma 
The University Relations Advisory Board (URAB) has attempted to 
notify each of these organizations personally and through news media 
both before and after the Nov. 21st deadline. 
Any listed organization wishing to reactivate must do so by filing 
the proper papers with the office of Student Organizations and New 
Student Programs, Room 405 Student Services Building. 
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Here come the Irish 
Falcons host ND in sold out Ice Arena 
by Diva Lawandowskl 
assistant sports adltor 
Bowling Green's hockey injury list 
has dwindled to one this weekend and 
the almost completely healthy line-up 
couldn't come at a better time as the 
Falcons entertain Notre Dame 
tomorrow night at 7:30. 
The Fighting Irish are ranked 10th in 
this week's WMPLcoaches poll with a 
J-5 record coming into the Ice Arena, 
where all tickets have been sold for the 
game. 
BG will have sophomore George 
McPhee and Doug Olson back in the 
line-up. McPhee, after suffering a 
shoulder injury against Providence, 
missed four games while Olson injured 
his back in practice last week and 
missed last Friday's 8-2 home win over 
United States International. Bill 
Newton remains the only player out of 
action, with a fractured wrist. 
"I FEEL its going to be a really good 
game," BG coach Jerry York said. 
"Any Notre Dame team has lots of 
tradition behind it and they've 
established themselves as a premier 
college hockey team." 
ND finished with a 18-19-1 record last 
year including a 5-2 loss to the Falcons 
in South Bend. BG has defeated the 
Irish in their last three meetings. 
Center Dave Poulin was the leading 
scorer last season with 28 goals and 31 
assists and returns with senior wingers 
Greg Meredith and Tom Michalek to 
lead ND. 
THE IRISH were picked to win the 
Western Collegiate Hockey Association 
this year by Hockey magazine. Last 
week, the Irish split a two-game series 
with WCHA foe Wisconsin, losing the 
first game 5-2 and coming back to 
capture the second game 4-3. 
The ever-changing BG line com- 
binations, mostly because of the In- 
juries, have been changed again this 
week. McPhee will skate on the left side 
with Tom Newton at center and Brian 
MacLellan on the right wing. 
Brian Hills will be flanked by con- 
verted defenseman Mike Cotter on the 
left wing and Tim Alexander on the 
right side. The line of Yves Pelland, 
Steve Dawe and Chris Guertin, BG's 
most productive line last week, will 
remain in tact 
FRESHMAN KIM Collins will center 
senior Andy Crowther and Olson. York 
will have Ron Megan paired with Peter 
Sikorski as one defensive combination. 
Sophomore John Gibb and freshman 
Barry Mills will comprise another 
defensive pairing while Rousell 
MacKenzie and Mark Kindrachuk form 
another combination. 
"I've been experimenting, looking for 
the best possible line-up," York said. 
"Tom Newton fits in there well with 
George and Brian. He's a natural 
center and that's where he should be 
playing. I like the looks of the lines 
now." 
York said the game, BG's last before 
starting the Central Collegiate Hockey 
Associaton season next weekend 
against Lake Superior at the Ice Arena, 
is important In many ways. 
"We know we're going to have our 
hands full," York said. "Notre Dame is 
similar to Michigan. They're probably 
going to be the best team we've played 
since Michigan. 
"We feel if we can beat Notre Dame 
we'll be nationally ranked. We're all 
anxious to play this game. Its the heal- 
thiest we've been in a long time." 
The 5-5-1 Falcons come into the game 
with a 4.52 goals a game average while 
allowing a 4.34 goals a game average. 
Pelland and Guertin are BG's top goal 
scorers with six tallies each, but 
Pelland leads in total points with 12 
whileGuerUnhasll. 
ICE CHIPS...Friday's game will be 
televised by the Entertainment and 
Sports Programming Network, a sports 
cable system serving subscribing 
stations nation-wide... CCHA member 
Northern Michigan moved up to second 
In this week's WMPLcoaches poll. The 
Wildcats have a 10-2 record including 
four CCHA victories... Ohio State 
dropped out of the WMPL poll this week 
although defeating Wilfrid Laurier 10-5 
last Friday...North Dakota tops this 
week's WMPL poll with all 10 first place 
votes...Ohio State entertains Con- 
cordia, NMU hosts Chicago Circle, 
Michigan Tech visits Lake Superior and 
Ferris State travels to Michigan State 
in this week's games involving CCHA 
opponents. 
Scholarship guidelines regulated 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The gover- 
nment formally announced new 
guidelines for ending sex bias in college 
athletics, including a provision that 
sports scholarship money be 
distributed in proportion to the number 
of male and female athletes enrolled. 
The guidelines, announced Tuesday, 
mean that unless schools find new 
sources of income, they may have to 
shift funds from expensive, all-male 
football programs to provide per capita 
scholarship aid to women athletes. 
For example, if 40 percent of a 
school's athletes are women, female 
athletes must recieve 40 percent of the 
money a college allots for scholarships. 
THE GUIDELINES, which super- 
sede a tentative policy statement issued 
a year ago, immediately were attacked 
by the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association. But the association's 
spokesman. Bill Kramer, said no 
decision had been made on what action 
to take. 
"It is important to note that HEW is 
not requiring that benefits - such as 
locker facilities or coaching staffs - be 
identical," Patricia Koberst Harris, 
secretary of Health, Education and 
Welfare, told reporters in announcing 
the guidelines. 
"We will, however, compare 
programs to determine whether 
policies and practices provide 
equivalent opportunities throughout 
men's and women's sports 
programs." 
HARRIS said the guidelines would 
"give colleges and universities 
maximum flexbiliity in developing and 
maintaining their athletic programs 
while establishing clear standards for 
insuring that their programs are free 
from sex discrimination." 
The NCAA's Kramer disagreed. 
"We think they ought to be doing an 
assessment of the total athletic 
program and thescholarship program 
instead of applying an arbitrary 
financial standard," he said. 
THE SCHOLARSHIP provision is the 
one the NCAA most strongly opposes, 
Kramer said. He described it as a 
"financial quota." 
"We're  opposed  to  it,"   he said. 
"Exactly what we'll do, I don't know." 
The guidelines are an interpretation 
requested by colleges and universities 
of Title IX of the 1972 Civil Rights Act, 
which   bars   sex   discrimination   in 
federally assisted programs.  Federal 
money generally does not go to college 
athletic programs. 
BUT THE government takes the view 
that any institution receiving its money 
cannot  discriminate   in  any  of  its 
programs. 
The NCAA has filed a suit challenging 
this view and Title IX. The case is 
before the 10th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals in Denver. 
Enforcement of Title IX has never 
been vigorous. The government did not 
propose regulations for the statute until 
July 1975. It then gave colleges and 
universities three years to comply with 
them. 
sports briefs. 
Juniors John Anich and Jeff Martin 
have been elected co-captains of the 
1960 Eowling Green cross country 
team. 
BG Coach Mel Brodt made the an- 
nouncement right after the team's an- 
nual awards buffet last week. 
Brodt also announced the team's 1979 
award winners. Senior Pete Murtaugh 
was named the team's most valuable 
runner. He was BG's first finisher In all 
10 races this year. 
Anich, who was consistently BG's se- 
cond or third runner was named as the 
team's most improved runner, and 
Dave Agosta was selected as the most 
outstanding freshman. 
Reserved seat tickets for the fourth 
annual Toledo Blade - Glass City 
Classic basketball tournament to be 
played at Centennial Hall on December 
28 and 29, will go on sale Monday morn- 
ing at 9 a.m. in the Memorial Hall 
Ticket Office. 
Bowling Green is the defending tour- 
nament champions, having ousted the 
Villanova Wildcats in the final game 
last year. 
BG has been allotted 800 reserved 
seats on the lower level of Centennial 
Hall for the two night tournament. 
Tickets for both nights of the holiday 
tournament are $12 for adults and $6 
for students. Single evening tickets, 
good for both games each night are 
priced at $7 for adults and M for 
students. 
Black student 
union Elections 
for Officers: 
Application can be 
picked up from, and 
returned to 
Claudia Viapree 
at 100 u. Hall (OEP) 
Due by Dec. 10 
««-«■ 
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LOOK FOR EXCLUSIVE 
B.C.S.U. FALCON CLOCKS 
IN THE UNION FOYER 
Monday, DM. 3 - Friday, Dec. 7, 8:30-4:30 
Sponsored by Society ot Professional Journalists 
and Delta Sigma Pi 
'Big Bucks' 
for four used Booh (also Buying Booh being dropped) 
FIRDAY DEC. 7-14 
University Bookstore 
Student Services Building 
Hours:  Mon.-Fri.   8-5   Sat.   9-5 
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I  OF MUSIC 
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\ IT MAKES THE 
I PERFECT GIR 
BEST SELECTION 
I 
LOWEST PRICES 
128 N. Main St. 
Downtown 
1432 E. Wooster 
across from Harshman 
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9 
9 
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ROD STEWART 
GREATEST HITS 
Includes Maggie May. Da Ya Think I'm Say 
WrelnMyHeart/TonighrtTheNight 
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ft 
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m SALE NOW! I 
IP / 8 TRACK /J 
"THE BEST SELECTUH 1 TOWN AT THE LOWEST PRICES AROUND ft 
9 
I MAY WE SUGGEST 
GIFT CERTIFICATES 
jtommmi 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon.-Sat. 
9 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Sundays 
Noon-7:30 p.m. nwn-r ou    i * jtJuttttttt uftm&ttJtii 
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TAKE A FALCON SPORTS 
BREAK BEFORE EXAMS! 
BGSUvs. BGSUvs. BGSUvs. 
Notre Dame Ball State Defiance 
Fri.Nite 7:30P.M.    Sat. Nite 7:30 P.M.  Mon.Nite7:30P.M. 
DON'T MISS ANY OF THE WEEKEND SPORTS ACTION! 
THE ICE HOUSE AND ANDERSON ARENA ARE THE 
PLACES TO BE FOR FALCON SPORTS EXCITEMENT. 
FLY HIGH WITH THE FALCONS! 
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE 
OPEN 9:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M. 
ALL-SPORTS PASS HOLDERS CAN PICK-UP 
DEFIANCE TICKETS BEGINNING THURSDAY. 
